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ABSTRACT

In the modern technology, tribologically suitable components and

devices are important to increase the energy efficiency. It is possible when

one can reduce the friction coefficient and wear of sliding components. The

economic effectiveness can be achieved by better tribological system and

therefore research in tribology is aimed at minimizing the energy losses

resulting from friction and wear. In this view, hard coatings deposited by

physical vapor deposition (PVD) are adequate solutions for increasing the

work efficiency, lifetime of tools and components.

The present thesis deals with hard tribological materials -TiAl and

coatings such as TiAlN, CrN/NbN superlattice, diamond like carbon (DLC)

and nanocrystalline diamond nanowire (DNW) films. Various

characterization techniques were used to study morphology, microstructure

and chemical state of the materials. The thesis describes tribological

properties of above mentioned hard coatings sliding against 100Cr6 steel,

Al2O3 and SiC balls. It also describes friction and wear based on classified

mechanisms and outlines material properties that influence the performance

of sliding surfaces. Traditionally wear is associated with friction and wear

mechanisms are classified as adhesion, abrasion, erosion, fatigue and

oxidational.
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Mechanical and tribological properties of -TiAl alloy, TiAlN,

CrN, carbon based coatings of DLC and nanocrystalline DNW were

reviewed. The importance of such hard coatings and critical application in

machine and industries are highlighted. Moreover, tribological properties and

evaluation of wear mechanism is introduced in the respect of microstructure

and chemical behavior of the sliding interfaces. Various wear mechanism

with different combination of sliding surfaces such as hard coating/soft ball

and soft ball/hard coating is reviewed in order to understand the wear

mechanism. The fundamentals of some of the characterization techniques

used to study the mechanical, tribological, morphological, structural, and

chemical properties of the coating and wear track is introduced.

Instrumented micro-indentation technique have been used to

characterize the mechanical properties namely hardness and elastic modulus

of -TiAl alloy. The recorded indentation curves and the related energetic

properties were analysed in order to compare the Attaf energetic approach and

Oliver-Pharr method. Moreover, tribological behavior of -TiAl alloy was

studied by sliding against 100Cr6 steel, SiC and Al2O3 balls as counterbodies

for friction pairs. The friction coefficient and wear rate was found to high

when -TiAl alloy slides against Al2O3 and SiC balls. However, these values

were less while sliding against steel ball. The wear mechanism is explained

by the sliding combination of harder/harder system such as SiC/ -TiAl, and

Al2O3 -TiAl alloy. However, steel/ -TiAl alloy acts as softer/harder sliding

combination.
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Tribological behavior of TiAlN coating were studied by sliding

against 100Cr6 steel, SiC and Al2O3 as counterbodies for friction pairs. Two

distinct types of wear modes such as oxidational and plastic deformation are

investigated. It is shown that wear of metal debris tribochemically reacted

with moisture available in ambient atmosphere and metal oxide formation

which leads oxidational wear in TiAlN/steel sliding pair. In TiAlN/SiC

sliding pair, low friction coefficient is measured and this is attributed to the

formation of lubricious composite tribofilm. In contrast, TiAlN/Al2O3 pair

shows high friction coefficient and wear mechanism is governed by plastic

deformation.

CrN/NbN superlattice coating sliding against 100Cr6 steel, SiC and

Al2O3 ball as counterbodies for friction pairs was investigated. The value of

friction coefficient and wear rate was lowest ~0.01 and 2.6×10–7 mm3/Nm,

respectively, when coating slides against Al2O3 ball. In contrast, friction

coefficient and wear rate is increased while sliding with steel and SiC balls. It

is observed that the deviation in friction coefficient is described by

mechanical and chemical properties of these balls. In this respect, hardness of

Al2O3 and SiC ball is comparable but significant deviation in friction

coefficient is observed. This is related to oxidation resistance of balls which is

high for Al2O3 compared to SiC as evident by Raman analysis of the wear

track. However, steel ball shows oxidational wear mechanism against

CrN/NbN superlattice coating.

The tribological properties of DLC and nanocrystalline DNW films

were investigated. A friction mechanism based on surface chemistry and
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mechanical properties of sliding interfaces such as DLC/100Cr6 steel,

DLC/SiC and DLC/Al2O3 is studied. In DLC film, the high friction coefficient

is governed by surface roughness of the sliding interfaces during initial

sliding passes. However, for longer sliding cycles, the sliding interfaces get

smoothened and magnitude of friction coefficient is reduced. Under these

experimental conditions, carbonaceous transferlayer forms on the ball sliding

surface.

Nanocrystalline DNW films was deposited in N2 enriched

microwave plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (MPECVD) system.

As-deposited DNW film was treated in O2 plasma which resulted in chemical

and microstructural modification. The sheath of the nanocrystalline DNW is

chemically constituted by amorphous carbon (a-C) and graphite (sp2C-C) like

bondings. However, nanowires transformed into ultra- small spherical grains

after the O2 plasma treatments. In this condition, a-C and sp2C-C fraction get

significantly reduced due to plasma etching. Oxidation and formation of

functional groups increases on the surface and inside the wear track. The

friction coefficient of O2 plasma treated film showed super low value of

~0.002 with exceeding high wear resistance of 2×10–12mm3/Nm. Such an

advance tribological properties is explained by passivation of covalent carbon

bonding and transformation of sliding surfaces by van der Waals and

hydrogen bondings. High surface energy and the consequent superhydrophilic

behavior of film attributed to the formation of an adsorbate layer of above

mentioned functional groups which acts as a lubricant.
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CHAPTER  1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 CLASSIFICATION OF HARD COATINGS

Hard materials for coatings can be divided in three groups

depending on the chemical bonding character. All the compounds stand out

for their high hardness and high melting points. The modulus of elasticity is

lowest for the ionic hard materials. The linear thermal expansion coefficient

increases in general from covalent to metallic and hard materials. Comparing

these and other coatings relevant properties of the hard materials group one

can make the following statements:

(1) Each of the different groups of hard materials show

advantages and disadvantages in respect of an application as

hard coatings.

(2) The metallic hard coatings seem to be the most suitable and

versatile layer substances.

(3) Ionic (ceramic) hard coatings are suitable, in particular for the

surface because of high stability and low interaction tendency.

(4) Optimum wear resistance can only be achieved by multiphase

or multilayer coatings.
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1.1.1 Metal Nanocomposite Coatings

Longer service life, ability to tolerate higher loads, low cost of

maintenance, environmental friendly, improved kinematics, low energy
consumption, resistance to corrosion, low friction and high wear resistance

are technologically important reasons to coat the machine parts. Several
industrial devices like gears, bearings and cutting tools can be coated with

hard TiAl, TiAlN, CrN, DLC and crystalline diamond coatings to gain the
energy efficiency. In this regard, tribological properties of several hard
composite and ceramic coatings are well investigated for the application of

machine tools. However, there are several problems related to tribological
mechanism which is not properly understood.

The wear mechanisms at macro scale are understood and this scale
cannot fully describe the wear mechanism in micro and nano scales.

Differences in scale proportions enhance some forces at smaller scales that
play a minor role at macro scale tribological performance. Many small scale

technical devices like Micro Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) are
hindered because of high adhesive force rather than high friction force.

Contact surface may stick to each other due to high adhesion and the device
stops to function properly. Such a problem of high adhesion force might be

solved using thin coating having low surface potential.

In this respect, TiAl based intermetallics have shown importance

and possess a remarkable combination of light-weight, high strength-to-

density ratio, high strength at elevated temperature and good corrosion and

oxidation resistance (Mattox 2003, Burakowski and Wierzchon 1999,

Carvalho 2001, Kessler et al 1998). As a potential new structural material

used as aerospace and automotive parts for turbine blades, divergent flap,

turbocharger/nozzles, and exhaust valves. These applications are related to

friction and wear of the components. However, several investigations show

that titanium aluminides have poor wear resistance which would limit their
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applications (Barei et al 2006, Holmberg and Matthews 1994, Bushan 2001).

Tribological properties of -TiAl alloy under high temperature and liquid

paraffin lubrication are studied (Matossian et al 1997, Mitterer et al 2006). In

order to enhance the wear resistance of TiAl based intermetallics, surface

treatment technologies such as plasma carburization (Rastkar and Shokri

2008), laser treatment (Das et al 2004), gas nitridation (Das et al 1999),

microarc oxidation (Tetsui and Ono 1999), and thermal oxidation (Rastkar et

al 2000) have been performed.

However, there are few studies reported on the dry sliding

tribological properties on the TiAl based composites sliding against metallic

and ceramic balls. Although, it is known that the incorporation of ceramic

leads to a good effect on enhancing the wear resistance and mechanical

properties of intermetallics and alloys (Li et al 2006, Miyoshi et al 2003,

Cheng et al 2012 a, Cheng et al 2012 b). The disadvantages of TiN include

easy oxidation at higher temperatures which decrease the wear resistance (Liu

et al 2007, Liu and Wang 2006). To solve this problem, TiAlN coatings is

suitable candidate by adding aluminum atoms to TiN structures by keeping

the same fcc crystallographic structure (Sopunna et al 2006). It must be

considered that the hardness of TiAlN coatings depends on the Ti/Al ratio. It

has been revealed that the hardness increases with increasing Al atoms until a

certain point. It relies on smaller ionic radius of Al which substitutes Ti atoms

in TiN by keeping the NaCl structure. It has been shown that by depositing

multilayers, toughness and crack resistance can be considerably increased (Li

et al 2008). Crack propagation restricts the adhesive, abrasive and fatigue

failure of the coatings (Rastkar and Bell 2005).

Materials such as TiN and TiAlN has high wear resistance against

metallic and cermic balls but it shows high friction coefficient. This factor

limits to the application of these materials where low friction coefficient is
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required for the purpose of energy efficiency. To solve this problem CrN/NbN

superlattice structured coatings is deposited (Zhang et al 2011, Niu et al 2012,

La et al 2000). The properties of this coating depend on the period of the

individual layers in the structure. The layer thickness is less enough such that

the coatings form a superlattice structure. In some cases, coating shows the

specific characteristics which vary strongly with superlattice periods, e.g.

TiN/NbN (Manohara et al 2012), TiN/AlN (Zhou et al 2004) and Ti/TiN

(Donohue et al 1997). It is shown that hardness reaches maximum with

narrow range of multilayer periods. Superlattice coatings of CrN/NbN

deposited by a combined cathodic arc /unbalanced magnetron sputtering

process have been proposed as corrosion and wear resistance coatings. These

superlattice coatings functions well at limited tribological condition. At

extreme tribological conditions these coatings deform significantly and fail.

1.1.2 Carbon Based Advanced Coatings

Carbon is one of the most abundant elements in our planet. It is the

sixth most common element and exists in 94% of all known substances. The

vast field of organic chemistry is mainly based on carbon. Undoubtedly, it is

one of the most important building blocks for many chemicals, drugs and

nutritional products on which our well-being and modern life style depend.

Carbon is also the essential ingredient of numerous key engineering materials

possessing exceptional properties. While some of these are very soft

(graphite, polymers, plastics, etc), others are extremely hard and resilient

(such as natural and synthetic diamonds and various carbides). Most of the

recently discovered nanomaterials (fullerenes, nanotubes, nano-onions,

nanofibres, etc) are also carbon based, and they are currently being used in the

fabrication of a myriad of nano-to-micro-scale devices. Carbon is also used in

the synthesis of numerous hard coatings including diamond, DLC, carbon

nitride, transition metal carbides and boron carbide. DLC can be categorized
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into different forms based on the content of hydrogen as shown in the ternary

phase in Figure 1.1. Films having a high sp3 content are called tetrahedral ta-

C:H or ta-C depending on whether they contain hydrogen or not. Similarly,

amorphous films are shown either as a-C:H or a-C.

Figure 1.1 Ternary phase diagram showing the various forms of DLC

Because of their superhardness, superhigh thermal conductivity and

superlow friction, some of these coatings have tremendous interest in recent

years from both the industrial and scientific purposes. Therefore, friction and

wear properties have in particular, subject of numerous scientific studies

(Quesada et al 2006, Erdemir and Donnet 2000, Erdemir 2002, Erdemir et al

1987, Grill 1997, Kato et al 2003, Fusaro and Sliney 1970, Rabinowicz and

Imai 1964, Savage 1948, Burton and Burton 1989). Among the many

properties of an engineering material, hardness and stiffness may play the

most important role in its ability to carry the load and hence it’s wear

resistant. In general, materials with high hardness and stiffness have high

wear resistance. Diamond represents a prime example with its highest known

hardness and extreme wear resistance. However, there is no universal

correlation between hardness and friction coefficients of different materials

and/or coatings (Erdemir and Donnet 2006a, Erdemir et al 2005).
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               In particular, DLC films appear to provide the broadest range of

hardness and friction values, while some of the recently developed

nanocomposite coatings are able to provide superhardness but lack of

lubricity (Erdemir and Donnet 2006b). In brief, the field of carbon-based

materials and coatings is growing interest from all kinds of scientific and

commercial disciplines. In particular, diamond and DLC coatings have attracted

the most attention in recent years, mainly because wide range of exceptional

properties for demanding applications. In this respect, in this section, we attempt to

highlight some of the most important developments in the field of DLC films in

general and specifically in their tribology.

Figure 1.2 Chemical structure of diamond like carbon (Erdemir et al
2006a)

The present state of the art in scientific research and industrial

practices that involve DLC films is also surveyed. The topic of DLC and

tribological properties is vast field. Hence, we will focus our attention mainly

on the most important developments. We will also summarize the recent

research on their friction and wear mechanisms. In the gas discharge plasmas

of the PVD and Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) processes, hydrocarbon

gas such as methane or acetylene is used as the precursor for carbon. Films

derived from such hydrocarbon gases contain not only carbon but also

considerable amount of hydrogen in their microstructures, and they are often
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referred to as hydrogenated DLC films (Erdemir and Donnet 2006 b). It is

schematically shown in Figure 1.2.

Using the same deposition processes, one can also deposit super-

hydrogenated DLC films by establishing higher than normal hydrogen-to-

carbon ratios. For example, introduction of more hydrogen gas into discharge

plasmas during film growth can lead to the formation of highly hydrogenated

DLC films that contain more than 40 at.% hydrogen (Erdemir and Donnet

2006b). Compared with hydrogen-free DLCs, these films are relatively soft

but exhibit some of the lowest friction and wear coefficients. This topic will

be discussed later.

               Figure 1.2 shows a molecular dynamic simulation of the atomic

structure of a typical hydrogenated DLC film having a network of carbon

atoms with three and four-fold atomic co-ordination and different forms of

hydrogen within their structure. Similarly, diamonds that are synthesized by

means of chemical vapor deposition has many unique and outstanding

properties that make it an ideal material for a broad range of scientific and

technological applications (Sumant et al 2007). A number of methods for

chemical vapor deposition of diamond based on varied gas mixtures and

energy sources for dissociating the gas mixture have been reported (Popov et

al 2006). These techniques include the use of high-temperature electrons in

various kinds of plasmas, high-temperature surfaces of hot filaments, and

high-temperature gases in combustion flames to dissociate molecular

hydrogen, oxygen, halogen, hydrocarbon, and many other gases containing

carbon. The substrate is usually maintained at a temperature much lower than

that of electrons in plasma.

               Atomic hydrogen is believed to be crucial in the diamond CVD

process because of its effectiveness of stabilizing the growing surface of
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diamond at the CVD temperature and pressure that is thermodynamically in

favor of the growth of graphite instead of diamond. In chemical vapor

deposition process, involves the use of hydrogen gas or hydrogen containing

molecules. The most typical diamond CVD process uses methane gas diluted

by 94-99.9% hydrogen. The super equilibrium of atomic hydrogen can be

achieved in a gas mixture with varied percentage of molecular hydrogen. It

depends on the balance between the effectiveness of the dissociation process

in generating atomic hydrogen and the loss processes for atomic hydrogen to

recombine or react with other radicals. By the use of high-power-density

microwave plasma, atomic hydrogen is very effectively generated from

molecular hydrogen and diamond can be deposited in a mixture of methane

diluted by less than 50% hydrogen (Askari et al 2008). Growth of diamond

from oxy-acetylene flame uses acetylene and oxygen with the ratio of

acetylene to oxygen slightly greater than 1 without molecular hydrogen.

Diamond is deposited in the reducing “inner flame” where atomic hydrogen is

produced by the high temperature flame as one of the burn products. In

addition to atomic hydrogen, there is plenty of OH radicals present near the

diamond growing surface inside the flame.

1.2 DEPOSITION OF HARD COATINGS

PVD is widely used technique to deposit hard coatings to enhance

surface properties with high wear resistance, low friction and oxidation

resistance. The deposition of the thin film takes place in a vacuum chamber.

Normally the substrate is cleaned and dried with N2 gas before entering the

vacuum chamber. After the substrate is inserted into chamber, vacuum is

increased (10–2–10–3 Torr) and the surface is de-gased by a high current

density plasma by sputtering at elevated temperature (150-500°C) (Mattox

2003). During the process, a material is evaporated and deposited and forms a

thin film on a substrate material. The temperature during deposition of PVD is
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low when compared with other methods like CVD. One advantage of

deposition at lower temperatures is that unwanted softening and geometrical

changes of the substrate do not occur and subsequent heat treatment steps are

not needed (Burakowski and Wierzchon 1999, Carvalho 2001). Even though

there exist several PVD methods which can be divided into two major parts

(Kessler et al 1998), evaporation PVD and sputtering PVD.

The sputtering mechanism involves glowing discharge and

momentum transfer process to produce a thin film on a substrate. High-energy

particles cause atom or cluster of atoms to be knocked free from the surface of

a target, which contain the coating material. The coated film on the substrate

contains condensed atoms from ejected target material and particles that have

reacted with gas which is contained by PVD vaccum chamber. The process

starts with a glowing discharge that forms a flux of ions pointed to the target

material and the ions start to sputter atoms from the target in dependence on

surface. Via momentum transfer, the atoms are transferred and condensed on

the substrate. As the process continues, a thin film is formed. Sputtering PVD

can be subdivided to diode, magnetron, ion beam and triode sputtering. In

PVD by evaporation, the target coating material is placed in a crucible that is

heated to sublimation point in high vacuum environment. There are four main

methods for evaporation: induction heating, resistance heating, arc and

electron beam gun. By heating the crucible, the coating material is vaporized

and condensed on the substrate forming a thin film.

1.2.1 Properties of Hard Coatings

Properties of thin coatings can be arranged into tree different sets:

Structural and micro structural properties (thickness, crystal

structure, chemical composition, micro structure and texture,

surface topography, roughness).
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Physical and chemical properties (density, electrical

properties, magnetic properties, thermal properties, optical

properties, corrosion and oxidation resistance).

Mechanical properties (hardness, adhesion, mechanical

stresses, fracture strength, wear, friction).

However, from tribological point of view, properties of hard

coatings are thickness, Young’s modulus, microstructure, roughness,

corrosion resistance, hardness, adhesion, fracture strength and internal

stresses. Hardness is the resistance of a material to permanent penetration by

another harder material. It cannot be stressed enough that, for tribological

applications, the substrate hardness is of prime importance. If the thin fragile

coating is not sufficiently supported, it will fail at relatively low contact

stresses because it cannot follow deformation of the substrate. Hardness

measurements are often used by coating to assess coating quality, and to

predict coating performance in various tribological applications. However, the

importance of a high, intrinsic coating hardness should not be exaggerated.

Chemical stability, fatigue resistance, or other properties, usually have higher

influence on the wear resistance than the hardness. The term adhesion refers

to the interaction between the closely contiguous surfaces of adjacent bodies,

i.e., a film and substrate. Adhesion is defined as the condition in which two

surfaces are held together by valence forces or by mechanical anchoring or by

both together. Young’s modulus, also known as the modulus of elasticity, is

difficult to determine due to the low thickness of the coatings. On the other

hand, its value has a strong influence on the contact stress field, coating

delamination and detachment, coating fracture, residual stress state within the

coating, etc. Usually, thin hard coatings have a Young’s modulus higher than

the substrate, and also often a lower coefficient of thermal expansion. As a
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result, an increase of the surface temperature may thus cause the introduction

of tensile stresses in the coating.

PVD coatings are widely used in machine parts and tools.

Requirements of the coated parts are pushed forward as the development of

new hard coatings continues. Mainly the requirements of coating material

properties are following (Barei et al 2006):

low heat transfer coefficient

low friction coefficient

high wear resistance

high hardness

high toughness

fine-grain, crystalline microstructure

chemical inertness

smooth surface morphology

good adhesion to substrate

Bulk materials cannot fulfill all these above mentioned

requirements. Therefore, PVD coatings have gained popularity in application,

mainly in tools and machine’s sliding components. The properties of PVD

coatings can often be explained by their prominent microstructure during

growth. During deposition the coating gets high density of non-equilibrium

built-in structural defects during the bombardment of particles against the

substrate in the growth process. Since the sputtering process takes place with

reactive gas like Ar+ or  N+ the particles consists of back-scattered inert gas

neutrals or ions accelerated towards the substrate via negative substrate bias
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potential (Holmberg and Matthews 1994). In the arc evaporation the particles

consists of metal ions of multiple ionization states. The defects created during

deposition, act as obstacles for dislocation movement. This is one of the

important strengthening mechanism of PVD coatings. Other mechanisms are

second phase particles, solutes, internal boundaries (column, grain and phase

boundaries), high density of point and line defects etc (Bushan 2001). Typical

microstructure for PVD coatings are the columnar structure. This columnar

structure is formed during deposition, when a flow of atoms reaching the

substrate with a limited range of directions.

1.3 CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES

1.3.1 Principle of Microscopic Studies of Thin Films

A finely focused electron beam scanned across the surface of the

sample generates secondary electrons, backscattered electrons, and

characteristic X-rays. These signals are collected by detectors to form images

of the sample displayed on a cathode ray tube screen. Features seen in the

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image may then be analyzed for

elemental composition using Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS)

(Goldstein et al 2003). EDS identifies the elemental composition of materials

imaged in a SEM for all elements with an atomic number greater than boron.

Most elements are detected at concentrations on the order of 0.1%. As the

electron beam of the SEM is scanned across the sample surface, it generates

X-ray fluorescence from the atoms in its path. The energy of each X-ray

photon is characteristic of the element. The EDS microanalysis system

collects the X-rays, sorts and plots them by energy, and automatically

identifies and labels the elements responsible for the peaks in this energy

distribution.
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               The EDS data are typically compared with either known or

computer-generated standards to produce a full quantitative analysis showing

the sample composition. X-ray intensities are measured by counting photons

and the precision obtainable is limited by statistical error. For major elements

it is usually not difficult to obtain a precision (defined as 2 ) of better than ±

1% (relative), but the overall analytical accuracy is commonly nearer ± 2%,

owing to other factors such as uncertainties in the compositions of the

standards and errors in the various corrections which need to be applied to the

raw data. As well as producing characteristic X-ray lines, the bombarding

electrons also give rise to a continuous X-ray spectrum, which limits the

detachability of small peaks, owing to the presence of ‘background’. Using

routine procedures, detection limits are typically about 1000 ppm (by weight).

This can be reduced by using long counting times. Spatial resolution is

governed by the penetration and spreading of the electron beam in the

specimen. Since the electrons penetrate an approximately constant mass,

spatial resolution is a function of density. In the case of diamond (density

about 3.5 g/cm3), the nominal resolution is about 2 m under typical

conditions, but for quantitative analysis a minimum grain size of several

micrometers is desirable.

Better spatial resolution is obtainable with ultra-thin (~100 nm)

specimens, in which the beam does not spread out much. Such specimens can

be analyzed in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) with an X-ray

spectrometer known as an analytical electron microscope (AEM). Energy

resolution is defined as the Full Width at Half Maximum height (FWHM).

Conventionally, this is specified for the Mn  peak at 5.89 keV. For Si (Li)

and SDD detectors, values of 130–150 eV are typical (Ge detectors can

achieve 115 eV). The resolution of an EDS is about an order of magnitude

lower than that of a WDS. It is good enough to separate the K lines of

neighbouring elements. The ED spectrometer is especially useful for
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qualitative analysis because a complete spectrum can be obtained quickly.

Aids to identification are provided, such as facilities for superimposing the

positions of the lines of a given element for comparison with the recorded

spectrum.

               Secondary electron imaging shows the topography of surface

features a few nm across. Films as thin as 20 nm produce adequate-contrast

images. Materials are viewed at useful magnifications up to 100,000X without

the need for extensive sample preparation and without damaging the sample

(Brady and Boardman 1995). Even higher magnifications and resolution are

routinely obtained by field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM).

A field-emission cathode in the electron gun of a scanning electron

microscope provides narrower probing beams at low as well as high electron

energy, resulting in both improved spatial resolution and minimized sample

charging and damage.

1.3.2 X-ray Diffraction Studies of Thin Films

X-rays are electromagnetic radiation with typical photon energies

in the range of 100 eV–100 keV. For diffraction applications, only short

wavelength X-rays (hard X-rays) in the range of a few angstroms to 0.1

angstrom (1 keV–120 keV) are used. Because the wavelength of X-rays is

comparable to the size of atoms, they are ideally suited for probing the

structural arrangement of atoms and molecules in a wide range of materials.

The energetic X-rays can penetrate deep into the materials and provide

information about the bulk structure (Giacovazzo 1992). X-rays are produced

generally by either X-ray tubes or synchrotron radiation. In a X-ray tube,

which is the primary X-ray source used in laboratory X-ray instruments, X-

ray are generated when a focused electron beam accelerated across a high

voltage field bombards a stationary or rotating solid target. As electrons
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collide with atoms in the target and slow down, a continuous spectrum of X-

ray are emitted, which are termed Bremsstrahlung radiation (Giacovazzo

1992, Mittemeijer and Scardi 2004).

The high energy electrons also eject inner shell electrons in atoms

through the ionization process. When a free electron fills the shell, a X-ray

photon with energy characteristic of the target material is emitted. Common

targets used in X-ray tubes include Cu and Mo, which emits 8 keV and 14

keV X-ray with corresponding wavelengths of 1.54 Å and 0.8 Å, respectively.

The energy E of X-ray photon and its wavelength are related by the equation

E = hc , where h is Planck’s constant and c the speed of light. X-ray

Diffraction (XRD) is a versatile, non-destructive technique that reveals

detailed information about the chemical composition and crystallographic

structure of natural and synthesized materials. A crystal lattice is a regular

three-dimensional distribution (cubic, rhombic, etc.) of atoms in space. These

are arranged so that they form a series of parallel planes separated from one

another by a distance d, which varies according to the nature of the material

(Golovin et al 1984). For any crystal, planes exist in a number of different

orientations - each with its own specific d-spacing.

When a monochromatic X-ray beam with wavelength  is projected

onto a crystalline material at an angle , diffraction occurs only when the

distance traveled by the rays reflected from successive planes differs by a

complete number n of wavelengths. By varying the angle , the Bragg’s Law

conditions are satisfied by different d- spacing’s in polycrystalline materials.

Plotting the angular positions and intensities of the resultant diffracted peaks

of radiation produces a pattern, which is characteristic of the sample. Where a

mixture of different phases is present, the resultant diffractogram is formed by

addition of the individual patterns. Based on the principle of X-ray

diffraction, a wealth of structural, physical and chemical information about
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the material investigated can be obtained. A host of application techniques for

various material classes is available, each revealing its own specific details of

the sample studied.

Grazing-Incidence X-ray Diffraction (GIXRD) is a scattering

geometry combining the Bragg condition with the conditions for X-ray total

external reflection from crystal surfaces. This provides superior characteristics

of Grazing-Incidence Diffraction (GID) as compared to the other diffraction

schemes in the studies of thin surface layers, since the penetration depth of X-

rays inside the slab is reduced by three orders of magnitude typically from 1–

10 µm to 1–10 nm as shown in Figure 1.4. X-ray setup for usual X-ray

reflectivity is shown in Figure 1.5(a). The wave E0 incident on the surface at a

small angle 0 produces specularly reflected wave Es. Now, let us rotate the

sample round its surface normal, thus preserving the small angle 0. At this

rotation, the wave E0 can make the Bragg angle B with some atomic planes

perpendicular to the surface and originate the diffracted wave. This diffracted

wave will be directed at a small angle inwards the sample, because there is no

momentum transfer pushing it outwards. It means that the reciprocal lattice

vector is parallel to the surface.

However, in spite of the generation inside crystal, it occurs that the

diffracted wave can experience the same specular reflection effect as for the

incidence wave (Bernhard et al 1987). This gives rise to specular diffracted

wave Eh that takes off the crystal at a small angle h. The value of h can

differ from 0. One can also consider that the wave Eh is generated by the

Bragg diffraction of specularly reflected wave Es. Both the presentations are

simplified because in reality the processes of Bragg diffraction and specular

reflection interact with each other and cannot be separated out. The most

important fact is that Eh principally contains information on the structure of

thin surface layer.
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Figure 1.3 Penetration depth and reflectivity of x- ray at grazing angles

GID can also be viewed as a specific case of symmetric Laue

diffraction as shown schematically in Figure 1.5(b). When sample set in the

conditions for Laue diffraction is rotated by 90º round the reciprocal lattice

vector, the Bragg angle is preserved and it end up with GID. This approach is

often helpful for understanding some effects in GID. For example, like in

usual Laue diffraction, in GID there are Borrmann and anti- Borrmann wavefields

with weaker and stronger interaction with crystal, respectively. Let us discuss the

angles where GID is characterized by the maximum sensitivity to thin layers.

Figure 1.4 Geometry of grazing- incidence x- ray diffraction
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The intuitive estimate is that either 0 or h should be less than the

critical angle c= | 0|1/2 for total external reflection (Figure 1.5). Then, either

the illuminated depth should be as small as a few nanometers, or the

diffracted intensity would yield from this small depth. Such an estimate is

correct for kinematic GID from highly disordered crystals. For dynamical

GID the total reflection conditions differ for the Borrmann and anti-Borrmann

fields.

1.3.3 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

The principle of X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) is based

on the photoelectric effect outlined by Einstein in 1905 where the concept of

the photon was used to describe the ejection of electrons from a surface when

photons impinge upon it. This process can be expressed by Equation (1.1).

EKhBE        (1.1)

where BE is the binding energy of the electron in the atom (a function of the

type of atom and its environment), is the photon energy of X-ray source,

KE is the kinetic energy of the emitted electron that is measured in the XPS

spectrometer and . is the spectrometer work function. For XPS, Al

(1486.6eV) or Mg K (1253.6eV) is often the photon energies of choice.

Other X-ray lines can also be chosen such as Ti K (2040eV).

The XPS technique is highly surface specific due to the short range

of the photoelectrons that are excited from the solid. The energy of the

photoelectrons leaving the sample is determined using an analyzer and this

gives a spectrum with a series of photoelectron peaks. The binding energy of

the peaks is characteristic of each element. The peak areas can be used (with

appropriate sensitivity factors) to determine the composition of the materials
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surface. The shape of each peak and the binding energy can be slightly altered

by the chemical state of the emitting atom. Hence XPS can provide chemical

bonding information as well. XPS is not sensitive to hydrogen or helium, but can

detect all other elements. Normally, in the outmost 10 nm of thin films surface

XPS can identify all elements (present at concentration >0.1 atomic %) except H

and He. The analysis of composition has been widely applied in the thin film

research fields. The information of all elements in thin film can be gained from the

survey scan spectrum of XPS. The detailed information of each element in the thin

film can be obtained from the narrow scan spectrum of XPS.

1.3.4 Auger Electron Spectroscopy

Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) provides information about the

chemical composition of the outermost material comprising a solid surface or

interface. The principal advantages of AES over other surface analysis

methods are excellent spatial resolution (<1 m), surface sensitivity (~20 Å),

and detection of light elements. Detection limits for most elements range from

about 0.01 to 0.1 at%. AES uses a primary electron beam to excite the sample

surface. When an inner-shell electron is ejected from a sample atom by the

interaction with a primary electron, an electron from an outer shell fills the

vacancy. To compensate for the energy change from this transition, an Auger

electron or an X-ray is emitted. For light elements, the probability is greatest

for the emission of an Auger electron, which accounts for the light-element

sensitivity for this technique. The energy of the emitted Auger electron is

characteristic of the element from which it was emitted. Detection and energy

analysis of the emitted Auger electrons produces a spectrum of Auger

electron energy versus the relative abundance of electrons. Peaks in the

spectrum identify the elemental composition of the sample surface.
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In some cases, the chemical state of the surface atoms can also be

determined from energy shifts and peak shapes. Auger electrons have

relatively low kinetic energy, which limits their escape depth. Any Auger

electrons emitted from an interaction below the surface will lose energy

through additional scattering reactions along its path to the surface. Auger

electrons emitted at a depth greater than about 2-3 nm will not have sufficient

energy to escape the surface and reach the detector. Thus, the analysis volume

for AES extends only to a depth of about 2 nm. Analysis depth is not affected

by the energy of the primary electron energy. The AES instrumentation can

include a tungsten filament or field emission electron gun for the primary

electron beam. The instruments are equipped for secondary electron imaging

(SEM) to facilitate location of selected analysis areas, and micrographs of the

sample surface can be obtained. The sample chamber is maintained at

ultrahigh vacuum to minimize interception of the Auger electrons by gas

molecules between the sample and the detector. Some instruments include

special stages for fracturing samples to examine interfaces that have been

freshly exposed within the vacuum chamber. A computer is used for
acquisition, analysis, and display of the AES data.

1.3.5 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy provides information about molecular

vibrations that can be used for sample identification and quantification.

Raman spectroscopy is based on inelastic scattering of monochromatic light,

usually from a laser source. Inelastic scattering means that the frequency of

photons in monochromatic light changes upon interaction with a sample.

Photons of the laser light are absorbed by the sample and then reemitted.

Frequency of the reemitted photons is shifted up or down in comparison with

original monochromatic frequency, which is called the Raman Effect. This shift

provides information about vibrational, rotational and other low frequency

transitions in molecules. Raman spectroscopy can be used to study solid, liquid
and gaseous samples.
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                The Raman effect is based on molecular deformations in electric

field E determined by molecular polarizability . The laser beam can be

considered as an oscillating electromagnetic wave with electrical vector E.

Upon interaction with the sample it induces electric dipole moment P = E

which deforms molecules. Because of periodical deformation, molecules start

vibrating with characteristic frequency vm. Amplitude of vibration is called a

nuclear displacement. In other words, monochromatic laser light with

frequency v0 excites molecules and transforms them into oscillating dipoles.

Such oscillating dipoles emit light of three different frequencies when:

A molecule with no Raman-active modes absorbs a photon

with the frequency v0. The excited molecule returns back to

the same basic vibrational state and emits light with the same

frequency v0 as an excitation source. This type of interaction is

called an elastic Rayleigh scattering.

A photon with frequency v0 is absorbed by Raman-active

molecule which at the time of interaction is in the basic

vibrational state. Part of the photon’s energy is transferred to

the Raman-active mode with frequency vm and the resulting

frequency of scattered light is reduced to v0 – vm. This Raman

frequency is called Stokes frequency, or just “Stokes”.

A photon with frequency v0 is absorbed by a Raman-active

molecule, which, at the time of interaction, is already in the

excited vibrational state. Excessive energy of excited Raman

active mode is released, molecule returns to the basic

vibrational state and the resulting frequency of scattered light

goes up to v0 + vm. This Raman frequency is called Anti-

Stokes frequency, or just “Anti-Stokes”.
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1.3.6 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

In infrared spectroscopy, IR radiation is passed through a sample.

Some of the infrared radiation is absorbed by the sample and some of it is

passed through (transmitted). The resulting spectrum represents the molecular

absorption and transmission, creating a molecular fingerprint of the sample.

Like a fingerprint no two unique molecular structures produce the same infrared

spectrum. This makes infrared spectroscopy useful for several types of analysis.

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) is most useful for

identifying chemicals that are either organic or inorganic. It can be utilized to

quantities some components of an unknown mixture. It can be applied to the

analysis of solids, liquids, and gasses. The term FTIR refers to a fairly recent

development in the manner in which the data is collected and converted from

an interference pattern to a spectrum. Today’s FTIR instruments are

computerized which makes them faster and more sensitive than the older

dispersive instruments. Because the strength of the absorption is proportional

to the concentration, FTIR can be used for some quantitative analyses.

Usually these are rather simple types of tests in the concentration range of a

few ppm up to the percent level. For example, EPA test methods measure the

C-H absorption for either petroleum or total hydrocarbons.

               Molecular bonds vibrate at various frequencies depending on the

elements and the type of bonds. For any given bond, there are several specific

frequencies at which it can vibrate. According to quantum mechanics, these

frequencies correspond to the ground state (lowest frequency) and several

excited states (higher frequencies). One way to cause the frequency of a

molecular vibration to increase is to excite the bond by having it absorb light

energy. For any given transition between two states the light energy

(determined by the wavelength) must exactly equal the difference in the
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energy between the two states [usually ground state (E0) and the first excited

state (E1)]. The energy corresponding to these transitions between molecular

vibrational states is generally 1-10 kilocalories/mole which corresponds to the

infrared portion of the electromagnetic spectrum.

1.3.7 Atomic Force Microscopy

The particular instrument is used to study the surface topography as

well as measuring three dimensional images of surface of the sample. Atomic

Force Microscopy (AFM) is a form of scanning probe microscopy (SPM)

where a small probe is scanned across the sample to obtain information about

the sample’s surface. This is schematically shown in Figure 1.3. The

information gathered from the probe’s interaction with the surface can be as

simple as physical topography or as diverse as measurements of the material’s

physical, magnetic, or chemical properties. These data are collected as the

probe is scanned in a raster pattern across the sample to form a map of the

measured property relative to the X-Y position.

Figure 1.5 Schematic diagram of atomic force microscope
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The AFM probe has a very sharp tip, often less than 100 Å

diameter, at the end of a small cantilever beam. The probe is attached to a

piezoelectric scanner tube, which scans the probe across a selected area of the

sample surface. Interatomic forces between the probe tip and the sample

surface cause the cantilever to deflect as the sample’s surface topography (or

other properties) changes. A laser light reflected from the back of the

cantilever measures the deflection of the cantilever. This information is fed

back to a computer, which generates a map of topography and/or other

properties of interest.

1.3.7.1 Operation of AFM

In the so-called contact-AFM mode, the tip makes soft “physical

contact” with the surface of the sample. The deflection of the cantilever Dx is

proportional to the force acting on the tip, via Hook’s law, F=-kx, where k is

the spring constant of the cantilever. In contact-mode the tip either scans at a

constant small height above the surface or under the conditions of a constant

force. In the constant height mode the height of the tip is fixed, whereas in the

constant-force mode the deflection of the cantilever is fixed and the motion of

the scanner in z-direction is recorded. By using contact-mode AFM, even

“atomic resolution” images are obtained.

              For contact mode AFM imaging, it is necessary to have a cantilever

which is soft enough to be deflected by very small forces and has a high

enough resonant frequency to not be susceptible to vibrational instabilities.

Silicon nitride tips are basically used for contact mode. In the non-contact

mode, the probe operates in the attractive force region and the tip-sample

interaction is minimized. The use of non-contact mode allowed scanning

without influencing the shape of the sample by the tip-sample forces. In most
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cases, the cantilever of choice for this mode is the one having high spring

constant of 20-100 N/m so that it does not stick to the sample surface at small

amplitudes. The tips mainly used for this mode are silicon probes.

In tapping mode-AFM the cantilever is oscillating close to its

resonance frequency. An electronic feedback loop ensures that the oscillation

amplitude remains constant, such that a constant tip-sample interaction is

maintained during scanning. Forces that act between the sample and the tip

will not only cause a change in the oscillation amplitude, but also change in

the resonant frequency and phase of the cantilever. The amplitude is used for

the feedback and the vertical adjustments of the piezoscanner are recorded as

a height image. Simultaneously, the phase changes are presented in the phase

image (topography).

1.3.8 Contact Profilometer

Profilometer is a measuring instrument used to measure a surface’s

profile, in order to quantify its roughness. A diamond stylus is moved

vertically in contact with a sample and then moved laterally across the sample

for a specified distance and specified contact force. A profilometer can

measure small surface variations in vertical stylus displacement as a function

of position. A typical profilometer can measure small vertical features ranging

in height from 10 nm to 1 mm. The height position of the diamond stylus

generates an analog signal which is converted into a digital signal stored,

analyzed and displayed. The radius of diamond stylus ranges from 20

nanometres to 50 m, and the horizontal resolution is controlled by the scan

speed and data signal sampling rate. The stylus tracking force can range from

less than 1 to 50 milligrams.
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1.3.8.1 Advantages of contact profilometer

Acceptance: Most of the world’s surface finish standards are

written for contact profilometer. To follow the prescribed

methodology, this type of profilometer is often required.

Surface Independence: Contacting the surface is often an

advantage in dirty environments where non-contact methods can

end up measuring surface contaminants instead of the surface

itself. However, because the stylus is in contact with the surface,

this method is not sensitive to surface reflectance or color.

Resolution: The stylus tip radius can be as small as 20 nm,

significantly better than white-light optical profiling. Vertical

resolution is typically sub-nanometer as well.

Direct Technique: No modeling required.

1.3.9 Principle of Nanoindentation

Instrumented indentation testing has emerged as an important

method for the evaluation of a material’s mechanical response to applied load.

The technique is based on the continuous recording of applied force and

resulting depth of penetration of an indenter throughout the whole loading and

unloading cycle, when applied force is controlled. The two mechanical

properties measured most frequently using indentation techniques are the

hardness, H, and the elastic modulus, E. As the indenter is pressed into the

sample, both elastic and plastic deformation occurs, which results in the

formation of a hardness impression conforming to the shape of the indenter.

During indenter withdrawal, only the elastic portion of the displacement is

recovered, which facilitates the use of an elastic solution in modeling the
contact process (Pharr 1998, Sneddon 1965).
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             Figure 1.6 shows a typical load–displacement curve and the

deformation pattern of an elastic–plastic sample during and after indentation.

In this figure, hmax represents the displacement at the peak load, Pmax×hc is the

contact depth and is defined as the depth of the indenter in contact with the

sample under load hf is the final displacement after complete unloading. S is

the initial unloading contact stiffness. Nanoindentation hardness is defined as

the indentation load divided by the projected contact area of the indentation. It

is the mean pressure that a material can support under load. From the load–

displacement curve, hardness can be obtained at the peak loads as described

in Equation (1.2).

H=Pmax/A        (1.2)

where A is the projected contact area. Measurement of the projected contact
area from a load–displacement curve requires the contact depth, hc.

Figure 1.6 Schematic representation and formulation of anoindentation
(Pharr 1998)
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The elastic modulus of the indented sample can be inferred from

the initial unloading contact stiffness, S=dP/dh, i.e., the slope of the initial

portion of the unloading curve. Based on relationships developed by Sneddon

(Tabor 1951) for the indentation of an elastic half space by any punch is

described as a solid of revolution as a smooth function of A. This is geometry-

independent relation involving contact stiffness, contact area, and elastic

modulus can be derived by Equation (1.3).

rEAS 2        (1.3)

where  is a constant that depends on the geometry of the indenter ( =1.034

for a Berkovich indenter) (Pharr 1998) and Er is the reduced elastic modulus,

which account for the fact that elastic deformation occurs in both the sample

and the indenter and it is given in Equation (1.4).

i

i
r E

v
E
vE

22 11        (1.4)

where E and v are the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio for the sample,

respectively, and Ei and vi are the same quantities for the indenter. For

diamond, Ei =1141 GPa and vi = 0.07 ((Pharr 1998, Tabor 1951). To calculate

the elastic modulus E, from Equations (1.3) and (1.4), the contact stiffness

and the projected contact area need to be determined from the load–

displacement curve. Oliver and Pharr found that the unloading curve is

usually not linear as suggested by Doerner and Nix (1986), but it is better

described by a power law function as given in Equation (1.5).

m
fhhaP                              (1.5)
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where a and m are empirically determined by fitting parameters. The

unloading stiffness, S is then established by differentiating Equation (1.5) at

the maximum depth of penetration, h= hmax expressed in Equation (1.6)

1

max
max

m

f
dpS am h h
dh

                                                    (1.6)

For an indenter with a known geometry, the projected contact area

is a function of the contact depth. The area function for a perfect Berkovich

indenter is given in Equation (1.7).

256.24 cc hA                   (1.7)

Indenters used in practical nanoindentation testing are not ideally

sharp. Therefore, tip geometry calibration or area function calibration is

needed. The contact depth can be estimated from the load–displacement data

using Equation (1.8)

S
P

hhc
max

max                                         (1.8)

where  is a constant that depends on the indenter geometry ( = 0.75 for a

Berkovich indenter) (Pharr 1998). The above analysis is based on an elastic

solution and works well for hard ceramics and diamond films when sink-in

predominates (i.e., the indented material around the indenter is moved below

the original surface plane).

1.3.10 Friction and Wear Screening Test Methods

In the tribometer measurement, the load shell is applied by Fn

sensor. Against the load shell, the friction force is measured by tangential Ft

sensor. Motor rotates against the ball and substrate is under the sliding
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contact. The schematic diagram and real photographic view of CSM standard

microtribometer is shown in Figure 1.7.

Figure 1.7 Schematic diagram and real view of CSM microtribometer

There are a number of classifications of friction and wear

mechanisms. Two basic friction mechanisms are common such as adhesive

and mechanical deformation. In the early days wear was typically classified

based on its appearance on the surface after the contact. This is schematically

shown in Figure 1.8. Examples of such appearance are based on scoring,

scuffing, pitting, gouging, spalling, fretting and galling. Some of these classes

are more or less related to certain applications, such as gear contacts. The

classifications used have recently been based more on the fundamental

mechanisms of material removal due to the increased knowledge of the

fundamental wear processes. The most widely used classifications are:

adhesive, abrasive, fatigue and tribochemical wear (Holmberg and Matthews

1994, Kato et al 2001). The classification of basic friction and wear

mechanisms can be developed as suggested in Figure 1.8. Friction is resisting

force between the two surfaces in contact or sliding. This is due to following

reasons:
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1) Adhesion: breaking the adhesive bonds between the two

surfaces,

2) Ploughing: resistance originating from elastic and plastic

deformation when a harder counter surface moves through a

softer or more elastic surface.

3) Hysteresis: resistance originating from continuous elastic

deformation within one of the surfaces in motion.

Figure 1.8 The basic friction and wear mechanisms i.e., adhesion,
ploughing and hysteresis, (Holmberg et al 1998).

In the basic friction mechanisms no material removal is involved.

Debris in the contact zone would make the contact mechanisms more

complicated. The wear is process of detachment of material from one surface.

It is different from friction in the sense that it is not taking place at a certain

moment but during a time period when the surfaces are in moving contact.

The detachment of material may be due to:
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1) adhesion + fracture: adhesive lifting or shearing force is

causing such a high tension and shear stresses in the surface

that exceed the material strength and a crack is formed,

resulting in crack growth and material detachment – a wear

debris is formed.

2) abrasion + fracture: hard counter surface moves through a

softer surface and deform by shear stresses. This result in

crack formation, crack growth, fracture and material

detachment. These process causes to generate wear debris

(Holmberg and Matthews 1994, Kato et al 2001).

3) fatigue + fracture: surface deforms due to the compressive

loading that leads to crack nucleation and growth, resulting in

material detachment. The crack growth process may take

place during a number of loading cycles. Finally wear debris

is generated.

The above classification of the basic wear mechanisms are focusing

on how the material removal takes place. For this reason tribochemical wear

is not included. However, the chemical processes that take place on a surface

are certainly important but they are not mechanisms that cause material

removal. They are chemical reactions that cause surface material

modification, either improvement or degradation, and changes, e.g., the

plastic and elastic properties and fracture resistance of the interfaces (Kato et

al 2001, Holmberg 1992, Fouvry et al 1994, Oliveira and Bower 1996,

Burnett and Rickerby 1987). The changed surface properties will either

increase or decrease the strength of the material and its resistance to cracking

and material removal. Further, fatigue wear as it is normally considered in

multicycling sliding can be divided into two phases. In the first phase the
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material modification takes place in the absence of material removal. During

continuous loading of the surface the material properties are gradually

changed.

The second phase that is known as wear or material removal,

appears when new surface does not resist loading and causes to generate

crack. Such a crack grows, material is removed and debris is formed. The

friction hysteresis mechanism is based on elastic deformation and thus, it is

similar to the ploughing. However, the geometry is different (Guu et al 1996,

Bhushan and Gupta 1991). Similarly, fatigue and fracture wear mechanism is

based on material deformation by compression and shear and it is similar to

the abrasion mechanism. Therefore, it considers only two basic friction and

wear mechanisms. For friction, it would be adhesive and controlled by

elastic/plastic deformation. For wear, it would be adhesive wear exhibited by

plastic deformation which is controlled by fracture. However, the surface

material modification processes, surface chemistry and fatigue is considered

as non wear processes (Holmberg Mathews 1994, Finkin 1969).

             It is important to understand the basic mechanisms especially when

one can model friction and wear in different contact condition. Normally, the

basic mechanisms are combined in a complex way due to more complicated

contact geometry, involving roughness and debris, due to inhomogeneous

surface with changing properties due to variations in loading and sliding

conditions. The main parameters influencing the tribological process are

illustrated in Figure 1.9. During the sliding contact some of the parameters

changes, surface layers are formed, strain hardening develops, local

temperature raises causing softening, etc. After completing one sliding event
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new set of parameters control the friction and wear. Therefore, it is often

useful to study the tribological phenomena on different size levels.

Figure 1.9 The tribological contact process is determined by a number
of geometry, material and energy related parameters,
(Holmberg et al 1998).

Figure 1.10 shows typical contact conditions that occur on a macro

level when a hard sphere is sliding on a flat surface deposited with a thin

coating (Singer 1991, Holmberg et al 1998, Holmberg et al 2007). In each

contact condition there are typically a limited number of parameters that

dominate the friction and wear behavior. If one can identify them and

understand their interactions then it is useful to predict friction and wear.

Dominating parameters in the contact condition shown in Figure 1.10 are the

coating/substrate hardness relationship, coating thickness, surface roughness

and debris in the contact.
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Figure 1.10 Main parameters influencing the friction in a macro-contact
with thin coated surfaces are the hardness of the coating and
the substrate, the coating thickness, the surface roughness
and debris in the contact zone (Holmberg et al 1998).

1.3.10.1 Surfaces in a Sliding Contact

The friction and wear is governed by the shear taking place at the

surface and in the deformed sub-surface layer. Consequently, elastic, plastic

and fracture behavior both at the surface and in the deformed sub-surface

layer appears. A thin coating typically consists of a part of deformed surface

layer. In addition, surface degradation may take place due to tribochemical

and fatigue processes that influence on the surface strength to loaded

conditions. Thus the crucial material parameters are elastic modulus,

hardness, shear strength and the fracture toughness on the surface, in the

coating, at the coating/ substrate interface and in the substrate under the
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coating. This is schematically shown in Figure 1.11. In this figure hardness,

H, is used as a symbol representing the resistance to plastic deformation. The

conditions of a sphere sliding over a flat coated surface, ideally smooth

surfaces, homogenous materials and no contamination or wear debris

involved. The influence of these parameters in a coated contact has been

discussed elsewhere (Doerner and Nix 1986, Finkin 1969, Holmberg et al

2007).

Figure 1.11 Symbols used for material parameters in a coated surface

Adhesive friction is dominated by the shear taking place in the top

layer of surface or shear force acting between the two interacting surfaces.

Surface chemistry, reactive transfer layers and structural parameters, like

hydrogen content in DLC coatings are important to investigate the friction

behavior as described in Equation (1.9).

µa=f ( u)        (1.9)

Ploughing friction is dominated by the elastic and plastic behavior

of the coating and the substrate. Structural properties, multilayer, gradient,

modified and doped structures and structural parameters such as sp2/sp3 ratio

for DLC coatings are internal factor which influence friction and wear. The

capacity of the coating/substrate system to resist deformation is frequently
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called load carrying capacity. In this condition, the coefficient of friction can

be described by Equation (1.10).

µp= f (Ec, Hc, Es, Hs, h)      (1.10)

Hysteresis friction is mainly dominated by the elastic properties of

the substrate but also to some extent by the elastic properties of the coating. In

this condition, the coefficient of friction is derived by Equation (1.11).

µh= f (Es, Ec, h)     (1.11)

Adhesive wear is dominated by the fracture behavior acting on the

surface, subsurface, coating/substrate interface and in the substrate. Fracture

describes property of the material to resist cracking, intrinsic detachment and

breaking. The adhesive force, Fa, from the counter face acts to tear off part of

the surface material over the contact area A (Figure 1.12a). When surface

roughness is included, the adhesive wear typically decreases. In this

condition, the wear rate is described by the Equation (1.12).

k= vadh/ w.s = f (Ku, Kc, Ki, Ks)      (1.12)

where vadh is the volume of adhesive wear, w is the load and s is the sliding

distance.The breaking of the material may take place at different locations in

the surface depending on the material strength at each location as shown in

Figure 1.12b–e. Due to the depth of the debris detachment the result is:

Top layer fragments Ku (Figure 1.12b),

Coating fragments Kc (Figure 1.12c),

Coating delamination Ki (Figure 1.12d) or

Substrate and coating debris Ks (Figure 1.12e).
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Figure 1.12 Two surfaces attach to each other by adhesion (a) and the
movement of the top surface results in an adhesive force, Fa,
that tries to detach material over an area, A, from one of the
surfaces. The detachment may take place (b) at the top
surface (c) within the coating, (d) at the coating/substrate
interface and (e) in the substrate.

Abrasive wear is dominated by geometrical collision of the two

moving surfaces resulting in high stresses, material shear and fracture results

to debris formation. Collisions goverened by the hard asperities, debris

ploughing and asperity collision. This is shown in Figure 1.13. In this

condition, the wear rate is expressed by Equation (1.13).

k = vabr=w. s = f (Kc, Ki, Ks, Hc, Hi, Hs, h)     (1.13)

Due to the depth of the debris detachment the result is:
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Coating fragments Kc,

Coating delamination Ki or

Substrate and coating debris Ks.

Figure 1.13 Abrasive wear is characterized by a hard asperity (a) or
debris (b) that deforms the counter surface in a ductile or
brittle way resulting in fracture, cracking and debris
generation

1.4 SCOPE OF THE THESIS AND ORGANIZATION

When two surfaces slide against each other, several contact

mechanical and chemical changes occur. In this process, energy dissipates in

several forms. One of them is friction force which resists the motion during

the sliding of two surfaces in contact. Depending on the nature of friction

force of sliding bodies, the wear resistance is described. In this thesis,

tribological investigation of selected hard coatings such as TiAl, TiAlN,

CrN/NbN, DLC and nanocrystalline DNW films is studied. Wear tests were

carried out by using pin-on-disc tribo-tester with constant load using three
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different balls counterbodies such as 100Cr6 steel, Al2O3 and SiC. The

loading conditions were based on a model of Hertz contact pressure theory.

Wear tests were performed at macro/ engineering level and the wear tracks

was investigated by micro Raman spectroscopy, energy dispersive X-ray and

scanning electron microscope.

The physical properties of these materials are interesting and there

is need to study the tribological properties and wear mechanism for various

applications. In this respect, the present thesis develops fundamental

understanding and relationship of microstructure and chemical behavior of

sliding surfaces with deformation and wear mechanism. The evaluation of

friction coefficient and wear resistance of these coatings is studied. The

present study reviews the former approach and attempts to understand the

wear mechanism in hard coatings. The samples were also subjected to other

characterization techniques such as nanoindentation, SEM, XRD, AFM, XPS,

AES, Raman spectroscopy, FTIR, contact angle and contact profilometer. The

thesis broadly comprises the following:

i) Mechanical and tribological properties of

 -Ti-48Al-2Cr-2Nb alloy

ii) Tribological properties and wear mechanism of

TiAlN coating

iii) Tribological properties and wear mechanism of

CrN/NbN superlattice coating

iv) Tribological properties of diamond like carbon and

nanocrystalline diamond nanowire films

v) Summary and suggestions for future work
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CHAPTER  2

INDENTATION AND TRIBOLOGICAL STUDIES OF

 -Ti-48Al-2Cr-2Nb SLIDING AGAINST

Al2O3, SiC AND STEEL BALLS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Gamma titanium aluminide (  –TiAl) based alloys containing 45–

48 at.% of Al and in general small amounts of elements such as vanadium,

chromium, manganese, and niobium have emerged as potential engineering

structural materials for high temperature applications in aerospace as well as

in automotive industries (Bonacchi et al 2003, Kestler et al 2003, Moser et al

2008) because of their low density, attractive mechanical and tribological

properties, corrosion and creep resistance (Wang et al 1997, Li et al 2008,

Varlese et al 2013). Therefore, great attention is paid in the scientific

literature to investigate and improve the mechanical and tribological

properties of this alloy. In particular, Ti-48Al-2Cr-2Nb has a two-phase

structure, consisting of the major -TiAl phase and minor 2Ti3Al phase that

can co-exist in a fully lamellar or nearly lamellar microstructure (Yamaguchi

et al 1999, Chraponski et al 2003, Biamino et al 2011, Xinhua et al 2009).

Instrumented micro-indentation or depth sensing indentation have

been widely used to characterize the mechanical properties namely hardness,

elastic modulus from the force-displacement curve data. Different procedures

have been proposed to extract these quantities. Oliver- Pharr method (Oliver

and Pharr 2004) is commonly used to calculate hardness and elastic modulus
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due to simple power law procedure based on linear regression analysis. Also

additional, approaches based on the work of indentation (Attaf 2003) are also

considered to avoid the overestimation of properties and to minimize the

errors arising from uncertainty in the measurement of the characteristic depths

of penetration. All the energetic approaches based on the work of indentation

were originated from Stillwell and Tabor (1961). Later, Sakai (1993) put forth

a relationship between the energy of the hysteresis indentation loop and the

hardness. Bull (2006) has used the energy concept to construct a hardness

model for bulk materials and graded films and also to predict the erosion

nature in bulk materials as well as in coatings. Work of indentation approach

in addition with the sink in and pile- up behaviour were studied by various

authors (Tuck et al 2001, Beegan et al 2005, Zhou and Yao 2007, Ozun et al

2008, Xiang et al 2011). Feng et al (2011) was used the approach to determine

the fracture toughness for a Vickers indentation. Attaf (2003) has also

extended the energetic approach measuring all the 15 possible energies from

the ICs to reach better understanding of mechanical phenomenon in materials.

In this work, an attempt to improve the effectiveness of the results by

comparing the indentation properties of Ti-48Al-2Cr-2Nb by two different

methods (the Oliver-Pharr method and the work of indentation approach) has been

carried out. Figure 2.1 shows the typical indentation loading-holding-unloading

ICs. The Oliver-Pharr data analysis is used for fitting the unloading portion of the

ICs to an empirical power-law relationship as given in Equation (2.1).

m
fhhaP                   (2.1)

where P = load, h = penetration depth, a and m are fitting parameters, hf is the

final displacement after complete unloading and directly determined by the

experimental ICs. Then the contact stiffness S, defined as the derivative at

peak load which is evaluated by Equation (2.2).
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dpS                   (2.2)

The so called contact depth hc is also calculated by the Equation (2.3).

S
Phhc

max
max                   (2.3)

where  is tip-dependent geometry factor which is equal to 0.75 for Vickers

indenters (Attaf  2003). The contact area Ac is estimated using an appropriate

area function given in Equation (2.4).
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where C1 through C8 are constants. The reduced modulus Er, which combines

elastic properties of both the indenter and the sample (Oilver and Pharr 2004),

is given in Equation (2.5).
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And it is related to elastic properties given in Equation (2.6).
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where  and E are poisson’s ratio and the elastic modulus with the subscripts s

and i indicating sample and indenter respectively. Further, indentation

hardness HIT of the specimen can be expressed by Equation (2.7).
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c
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PH max                              (2.7)

Oliver and Pharr method (Oilver and Pharr 2004) assumes that the

unloading behavior of the material after indentation is purely elastic. If

hf/hm>0.7 the Oliver-Pharr method overestimates the hardness by as much as

100% because of the effect of pile-up (Cheng and Cheng, 1998,

Giannakopolus and Suresh 1999). To avoid such overestimation the Attaf

energetic approach (Attaf 2003) at various load conditions is analyzed to

evaluate the indentation properties. In this method unified correlations and

proportionality constants are derived to define a constant  inherent to the

material. The three widely used energetic terms are namely presented in

Figure 2.1 (Attaf 2003): (i) the total energy, WT, located under the loading

curve, (ii) the elastic energy WE, represents the area under the unloading

curve, (iii) the plastic energy WP, which corresponds to the area enclosed by

the two curves and is given by the difference between WT and WE.

Figure 2.1 Typical indentation cycle showing load-unload curve
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In addition, the absolute energy WS and other eleven auxiliary

characteristic energy have been taken into account by Attaf (2003) by

considering specific correlations between these energies, such as the

proportionality between the total energy and the indentation load or between

elastic energy and contact depth of penetration (Attaf 2003, Venkatesh et al

2000, Dao et al 2009, Tabor 1995). The total energy constant T is a

proportionality constant specific to the total energy WT compared to the

absolute energy WS. In addition, correlation between total, plastic and elastic

energies is defined by three constants (plastic-total ( PT), elastic-total ( ET),

elastic-plastic ( EP) are calculated along with the energy constants.

Energy ratios can be used to determine some constants estimating

deformation behavior of materials (Sakai 1993, Bull 2006, Khan et al 2009).

Ozun et al (2008) considered the ratio of WP/WT equivalent to that of hf/hmax.

Also, they discussed about another ratio namely WT/WE is proportional to

relationship between elastic modulus (E/H), which is an important parameter

to determine the degree of elastic recovery and fracture toughness of

materials. Accurate determination of tensile properties from instrumented

indentation tester (IIT) would have significant advantages over the traditional

tensile test because, in the micro range, indentation testing measures a small

volume of the material thus the tensile properties of surfaces and coatings

could be obtained. Moreover the indentation testing is nearly non-destructive

and a consistent technique to quantify the mechanical properties. It is well

known that the yield strength ( y) of a rigid, perfectly plastic material is

correlated to the hardness (H) expressed in Equation (2.8) (Tabor 1951):

yCH                                         (2.8)

In which C is the constraint factor, independent of the indenter

angle and C 3 for metals. It is also worth to note that C varies from 1.5 to 3
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and is a material property-controlled factor, i.e., C is dependent on the extent

of plasticity measures by E/ y  (E is the elastic modulus of the material), strain

hardening and other strengthening mechanisms, etc (Fischer-cripps 2004).

The relationship, however, is not valid for hard or highly elastic materials

such as glass and ceramic due to relatively larger elastic deformation. In this

condition the indentation is analogous to the expansion of a spherical cavity

by a uniformly distributed pressure, so that the analysis by Gao (2006),

Expanding Cavity Models (ECM’s) has been adopted. The theoretical

framework to formulate the following hardness-yield strength relationship for

conical/pyramidal indenters reported in (Brooks et al 2008). The expression is

is given in Equation (2.9).
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where  is indenter half-angle (68° for a Vickers diamond indenter)

The Indentation Size Effect (ISE) has been examined extensively

for different kind of materials. Literature reviews (Blau and Lawn 1986)

showed that, despite much interest, the cause of the ISE has never been

satisfactorily determined. The most widely used empirical equation for

describing the ISE is the Meyer’s law which uses correlation technique

between the test load and the resultant indentation size using a simple power

law relationship given in Equation (2.10).

n
cChPmax                                                  (2.10)

where C and n are constants derived directly from the curve fitting of the

experimental points. The exponent n, sometimes referred to the Meyer index,

is usually considered as a measure of ISE. For the normal ISE behavior, the
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exponent n < 2. When n > 2, there is the reverse ISE behavior. When n = 2,

no ISE would be observed. Due to the nature of intrinsic brittleness, Vickers

indentation may result in micro fracture around the impression in the surface

and/or subsurface of ceramics when the load applied is high enough (Lawn

and Wilshaw 1981). Relation derived in (Attaf 2003) namely the indentation

displacements Ehfi
hFi FKh max  is the same law considered in its reverse form as it

expresses the maximum depth variation versus the maximum load. The

exponent EhF corresponds to 1/n.

2.2     EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The titanium aluminide alloy used in this study has a nominal

chemical composition of (at %) Ti-48Al-2Nb-2Cr. Rod samples of about 15

mm in diameter and 200 mm in length were sinter-melted by Arcam Electron

Beam Melting (AEBM) process. The samples cut from the rods are

mechanically grinded with SiC paper and finally polished with 1/4µm

diamond paste. Surface roughness was measured using a Taylor Hobson

profilometer. The microstructure were analysed by optical and scanning

electron microscopy (Jeol JXA 8600) after etching with Kroll’s reagent for 15

s. The instrumented indentation tests were carried out using a Fischerscope

HM2000 Nanoindenter Tester with a Vickers indenter. ICs were recorded

continuously under different maximum loads (300, 500, 1000, 1500 mN). The

imposed indentation load-time profile has been always characterized by a

loading and unloading rate of 1 and 4 mN/s, respectively and by 10 s of

holding time. Indentations measurements were carried out at room

environment and the average of the indentation trials are used.

          Linear reciprocating mode of ball on the disk micro- tribometer (CSM

Instruments, Switzerland) was used to carry out the friction and wear
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measurements. In these measurements, the normal load and sliding speed

were constant 5 N and 4 cm/s respectively. Three different kinds of balls

counterbodies such as 100Cr6 steel, SiC and Al2O3 were used for sliding

against -TiAl alloy. The diameter of the ball was 6 mm. Surface roughnesses

of the balls were 0.04, 0.02, and 0.03 µm for 100Cr6 steel, SiC and Al2O3,

respectively. Tribological experiments were conducted in ambient

atmospheric condition at room temperature where the relative humidity was

75%. Insitu wear track depth was measured by Linear Variable Differential

Transformer (LVDT) sensor coupled to the micro- tribometer.

2.3     RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.3.1  Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy Dispersive X-ray

Analysis

The microstructure and morphology of the alloy was investigated

by optical microscope as well as SEM. Final microstructure of Ti-48Al-2Cr-

2Nb is a duplex type and consists of equiaxed  and lamellar colonies of  and

2–phases (Seetharaman and Semiatin 2001) as shown in Figure 2.2-2.4 at

various magnifications.

Figure 2.2 Final microstructure of Ti-48Al-2Cr-2Nb alloy after HIP
heat treatment: (a) optical (200 X), and (b) SEM (6000 X)

(a) (b)
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Figure 2.3 SEM fractographs of -TiAl based alloy at (a) 800 X and
(b) 5000 X

The fractured surface morphology shown in Figure 2.4 are useful in

elucidating effects of microstructure on the tensile ductility and fracture

properties of –TiAl. A combination of interlamellar cracking and

intragranular fracture leading to a brittle fracture at various temperatures has

been reported by many authors. Soboyejo and Mercer (1994) discussed that

the faster fatigue crack growth rates in gamma alloys can be attributed partly

to the higher incidence of irreversible deformation-induced crack-tip twinning

phenomena. Also the occurrence of the intergranular may therefore, be

associated with segregation phenomena during processing or heat treatment

(Soboyejo and Mercer 1994, Mercer and Soboyejo 1997).

Figure 2.4 SEM fractographs of -TiAl based alloy at 5000 X
(other place)

(a) (b)
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Figure 2.5 shows an indentation residual imprint in an etched sample.

After the heat treatment (HIP ping), the porosity is minimized but still there exists

some small voids that may affect the final over all mechanical properties.

Figure 2.5 Residual imprint in an etched sample.

Note how the size of the residual imprints is the same of the main

microstructural features. Hence indentation results are strongly related to the

location in which the indentation test is carried out and a considerable spread

of results is then expected with a low reproducibility. This may be due to the

surface roughness which cause such deviations in the measured hardness

value and also depends on the phase being indented. Deyneka et al (2010)

carried out the indentation studies on TiAl alloys and concluded that the

average hardness of the lamellar colonies is higher than that of the equiaxed

grains considering the polishing effects.

The factors affecting the hardness and microstruture with respect to

polishing is determined from the deformation and twinning during micro and

nano indentation. However, at high strain rates the twinning becomes a self –

stopping process that may restrict the plastic flow of the intermetallic (Imayev

et al 1997). Lameller interfaces have effective glide obstacles for the twinning

and ordinary dislocations. Kempf et al (2002) reported that no significant

hardness difference could be deduced for the twinned and untwinned TiAl
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lamellae. In our studies many indentation tests have been performed imposing

the same maximum load in order to assess the standard deviation of

indentation hardness and modulus 223.9 MPa and 11.98 Gpa, respectively. In

particular, considering a value of maximum depth of penetration equal to 0.5

mN, the range between the maximum/minimum values of the maximum depth

of penetrations are 0.28 m. This range is less in the case of lower value of

the maximum imposed force (e.g. 0.24 m).

Chemical composition was observed with respect to the sample

after EBM process and HIP treatment. The presence of chemical constituents

in the alloy were determined using EDS analysis as shown in Figure 2.6 and

the and the related results are reported in Table 2.1. The content of oxygen

and the other interstitial elements (C, N, and H) that can negatively affect the

mechanical properties of the alloys is not reported due to the low EDS

resolution in the case of low atomic weight elements.

Figure 2.6 EDS chemical composition analysis of TiAl alloy
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Table 2.1 Elemental chemical composition in atomic percentage (at%).

Ti Al Cr Nb
49.3 47.12 1.80 2.05

2.3.2 Mechanical Properties of  -Ti-48Al-2Cr-2Nb: Oliver Pharr

and Attaf Method

Indentation tests were performed on sample with an average

roughness Ra = 0.0128 µm. Table 2.2 reports the results of the indentation

curves analysis performed accordingly to the Oliver-Pharr method after

calibration of the instrument compliance and the contact area function. Power law

fitting is done considering the (50% -90%)·Fmax range of the unloading curves.

Table 2.2  Indentation curves analysis according to the Oliver-Pharr
 method

Samples Er(GPa) Er

(GPa)
Hop

(GPa) HV(MPa) S(N/ m) m HM
(MPa)

HIT

(MPa)
H/Er

T(300mN) 149.39 160.06 4.32 368.98 1403.2 1.80 3442.34 3904.55 0.028
T(500mN) 149.74 159.99 4.32 371.90 1818.4 1.74 3395.75 3935.49 0.028
T(1000mN) 130.35 143.53 3.62 314.95 2443.8 1.86 2846.98 3332.81 0.027
T(1500mN) 125.37 136.28 3.53 313.60 2913 1.70 2787.1 3318.62 0.028

Er- reduced elastic modulus, Hop- optimal hardness, Hv,

Vickers hardness, S- stiffness, HM- , HIT- ,

Figure 2.7 shows all the recorded ICs. The material reveals elasto-

plastic deformation during Vickers indentation. When completing the indentation

procedure, a load–unload curves are obtained. They describe the applied force

variation F(µN) versus the associated tip displacement h(nm) into the tested

material. The resulting hysteresis cycle divides the energy plane F(h) into areas

corresponding to different fractions of the involved work-of-indentation. Among

these separated energies, the known and commonly used ones are:
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i. The total energy of indentation WT, located under the loading

curve.

ii. The elastic energy WE located under the unloading curve and

equivalent to the work restored by the material during the tip

withdrawal.

iii. The plastic energy WP causing the permanent deformation of

the material and given by the difference WT-WE. The

corresponding area is enclosed by the two curves.

Till now, use of the energetic aspect remained restricted to WT, WE

and WP widely studied and modelled in the literature and often involved in

simple analytical or empirical expressions for mechanical properties. To reach

a better understanding of mechanical phenomenology in materials, we

undertake a wider investigation of this energetic aspect in the case of

indentation with Berkovich diamond.

Figure 2.7 ICs of -TiAl at various maximum loads (300mN, 500mN,
1000mN, 1500mN)
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An experimentally measurable parameter to predict the elasto-

plastic behavior is the ratio of the final indentation depth hf to the maximum

depth hmax which does not depend on the indentation depth. According to the

contact mechanics materials can either sink-in or pile-up for an elasto-plastic

contact. Giannakopoulos and Suresh (1999) reported that (a) pile-up occurs

when 0.875< (hr/hmax  1. (b) No sink-in occurs when 0  (hr/hmax) <0.875. (c)

No pile-up or sink-in exist when (hr/hmax) = 0.875, where the true contact area

A and the apparent contact area are equal. This ratio has been used by Cheng

and Cheng (1998) to develop a relationship which takes into account also the

ratio WP/WT for materials characterization. Similarly the same authors

developed a relationship also for WE/WT which is proportional to the measured

HIT/EIT due to the fact that the energetic approach can be extended in

understanding the pile-up and sink-in behavior. Table 2.3 and 2.4 reports the

values of hf/hmax and WE/WT,WP/WT, respectively. Following the finite element

analysis of elastic-plastic deformation during indentation (Oilver and Pharr

2004) one can determine the proportion of elastic and plastic work from the

indentation geometry using the expression given in Equation (2.11).
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Table 2.3  Experimental data of the final depth, contact depth, contact
area and the ratio of hf/hmax

Force (mN) hf (µm) hmax (µm) hc (µm) hf/hmaxAc (µm2)

300 1.4 1.7 1.6 0.826

500 1.8 2.3 2.1 0.811

1000 2.9 3.6 3.3 0.802

1500 3.6 4.5 4.1 0.804
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Even though the prediction shows the pile-up behavior the

experimental measurement neither show pile-up nor sink-in which is

contradicting to the above quantification represented in the Figure 2.8.

Estimated work hardening coefficients is also reported and the average value

is equal to 1.67. In our sample the ratio of hf /hmax ranges from 0.80 to 0.82 at

various loading conditions showing the pile-up nature but disagrees

experimentally. Specific material constants describing the properties of

materials proposed by Attaf (2003) were also calculated as total energy,

plastic energy, elastic energy, elastic-total energy, plastic-total energy and

elastic-plastic energy constants and shown in the Figure 2.9-2.15. It is shown

that the absolute deformation energy is increases with given energy factors

(Figure 2.9). The relationship of total energy with elasto/plastic energy is

given in Figure 2.10. This shown increasing the vPT value ~5.14 compares to

vET ~1.42. This result determines linear correlation of elastic-plastic energy

(Figure 2.11). On the basis of elastic-plastic energy diagram, the correlation

of deformation energy at maximium load is given (Figure 2.11-2.15). Such

correlation clearly shows that deformation energy is depending on the mode

of loading energy.

Figure 2.8 Experimental indentation imprint showing neither pile-up
 nor sink-in behavior at 10,000X
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Figure 2.9 Correlation between the absolute energy WS and other
energies (WT, WP, WE, W7)

Figure 2.10 Correlation between the total energy WT and other energies
(WP and WE)

Figure 2.11 Correlation between the plastic energy WP and the elastic
energy WE
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Figure 2.12 Correlation between energies (WS,  WT,  WE,  WP) and the
maximum load F. EWF is equal to 3/2

Figure 2.13 Correlation between energies (W1,  W5,  W7,  W9) and the
maximum load F. EWF is equal to 3/2

Figure 2.14 Correlation between energies (WS,  WT,  WE,  WP) and the
maximum load F. EWF  3/2
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Figure 2.15 Correlation between energies (W1,  W5,  W7,  W9) and the
maximum load F. EWF  3/2.

Table 2.4 Proportionality energy constants with the coefficients R2

Sample T

(WS/WT)
P

(WS/WP)
E

(WS/WE)
PT

(WT/WP)
ET

(WT/WE)
EP

(WP/WE)

TiAl 1.3757 1.6525 8.1994 5.9586 1.2013 4.9586

R2 0.999 0.999 0.998 0.997 0.999 0.996

The resulting parameters such as indentation modulus (EIT),

reduced modulus (Er), contact depth (hc) and the indentation hardness (HIT)

are compared with the Oliver-Pharr as shown in the Figure 2.16. Correlation

between the displacements and the maximum load is shown in Figure 2.17.

There is a good agreement between the two methods hence reliable results can

be obtained from the energetic approach as work of indentation is involved

and errors related to the measurements may be less.
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Figure 2.16 Correlation between the contact area Ac and the maximum
load Fmax

The tensile properties of the Ti-48Al-2Cr-2Nb alloy, in the hipped

condition are shown in the Table 2.5 which is the average values of tests. The

stress vs. strain curves and the final fitting between Hollomon’s law and

experimental data is shown the Figure 2.18(a-d) for TiAl measured at room

temperature. The Young’s modulus, yield strength, ultimate tensile strength

and elongation at the rupture were provided considering the Hollomon’s

parameters. The yield strength was determined by identifying the stress at a

point on the corresponding stress vs. strain curve where a straight line drawn

parallel to the elastic portion of the stress vs. strain at 0.2% offset intersects

the curve and the poisson’s ratio is 0.263.

Figure 2.17 Correlation between the displacements (hc,  hf,  hp and hmax)
and the maximum load Fmax
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Figure 2.18 Correlation between the displacements (hc,  hf,  hpand hmax)
and the maximum load Fmax.  EhF is equal to the inverse of
the mean value of the meyer’s index (i.e. EhF = 0.5549)

The yield strength of the intermetallic is 430 MPa taken from the

uniaxial tensile tests and the elastic modulus is 174 GPa. The ultimate tensile

strength 625 MPa of the  -TiAl is also marginally higher than the yield

strength, indicating that the work-hardening rate past yielding is low. To

derive the interpolation parameters of the Hollomon’s law, we consider only

the experimental points obtained with the strain-gauge between the end of the

elastic limit and the point of maximum force. The true values have been

calculated. According to the Hollomon’s power law equation, the strength

index K = 2377 MPa, and the strain hardening exponent n is equal to 0.31.

Room temperature tensile properties of the titanium aluminide intermetallic

are shown in Table 2.5.

Table 2.5  Tensile properties of the Ti-48Al-2Cr-2Nb alloy, in the
hipped condition

Property Young’s
modulusE
(MPa)

Yield
strength
(MPa)

Ultimate
tensile
strength
(MPa)

K (MPa) n Elongation
at rupture
(%)

 -TiAl 174 430 625 2377 0.31 1.5
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Correlation between the displacements and contact area Ac is shown

in Figure 2.19 and 2.20. Relation between displacement and maximum

displacement is shown in Figure 2.21. Similarly correlation between energies

and contact area is shown in Figure 2.22-2.24. Further correlation between

energies and maximum depth, final depth and tangent depth is shown in

Figure 2.25-2.36. It is clearly seen from the results that with increasing the energy

factor the maximum depth, contact depth, final depth and tangent depth is increases.

Such approach describes energy released from the deformation is equivalent to the

various type of displacement in elasto-plastic regime. This method does not account

the energy when materials fracture.

Figure 2.19 Correlation between the displacements (hc,  hf,  hpand hmax)
and the contact area Ac

Figure 2.20 Correlation between the displacements (hc,  hf,  hpand hmax)
and the contact area Ac. EAh is equal to 2.
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Figure 2.21 Correlation between the displacements (hf,  hp, and hc) and
the maximum displacement hmax

Figure 2.22 Correlation between energies (WS,  WT,  WE,  WP) and the
contact area Ac considering EAW  2/3·EAF

Figure 2.23 Correlation between energies (WS,  WT,  WE,  WP) and the
contact area Ac considering EAW= 2/3·EAF
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Figure 2.24 Correlation between energies (W1,  W5,  W7,  W9) and the
contact area Ac considering EAW= 2/3·EAF

Figure 2.25 Correlation between energies (WS,  WT,  WE,  WP) and the
maximum depth hmax for EAW  2/3·EAF

Figure 2.26 Correlation between energies (WS,  WT,  WE,  WP) and the
contact depth hc for EAW  2/3·EAF
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Figure 2.27 Correlation between energies (WS, WT, WE, WP) and the final
depth hf for EAW  2/3·EAF

Figure 2.28 Correlation between energies (WS,  WT,  WE,  WP) and the
tangent depth hp for EAW  2/3·EAF

Figure 2.29 Correlation between energies (WS,  WT,  WE,  WP) and the
maximum depth hmax for EAW = 2/3·EAF
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Figure 2.30 Correlation between energies (WS,  WT,  WE,  WP) and the
contact depth hc for EAW = 2/3·EAF

Figure 2.31 Correlation between energies (WS, WT, WE, WP) and the final
depth hf for EAW = 2/3·EAF

Figure 2.32 Correlation between energies (WS,  WT,  WE,  WP) and the
tangent depth hp for EAW= 2/3·EAF
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Figure 2.33 Correlation between energies (W1,  W5,  W7,  W9) and the
maximum depth hmax for EAW= 2/3·EAF

Figure 2.34 Correlation between energies (W1,  W5,  W7,  W9) and the
contact depth hc for EAW= 2/3·EAF.

Figure 2.35 Correlation between energies (W1, W5, W7, W9) and the final
depth hf for EAW= 2/3·EAF
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Figure 2.36 Correlation between energies (W1,  W5,  W7,  W9) and the
tangent depth hp for EAW= 2/3·EAF.

2.3.3  Indentation Modulus and Hardness Relationships

Correlation between WS/Er and WS/EIT with energies (WT,  WE,  WP,

W4, W6, W7) is shown in Figure 2.37 and Figure 2.38, respectively. With factor

of energy the curve becomes sharper which states high reduced elastic

modulus due to energy loss. Figure 2.39 describes exponent m which is extent of

deformation vs several energy factor. It is seen that deformation is exponentially

increases with some energy. This explains highly developed plastic factor in

materials. Figure 2.40 shows Comparison of Oliver-Pharr and Attaf approach. In

Oliver-Pharr, the extent of plastic energy is less than the Attaf method. This is

explaied that Attaf method does not consider yield plastic limit. In Figure 2.41 to

2.44, several fiting procedure is taken into account to produce the optimal data

points.

Figure 2.37 Correlation between WS/Er and some energies (WT,  WE,  WP,
W4, W6, W7)
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Figure 2.38 Correlation between WS/HIT and some energies (WT, WE, WP,
W4, W6, W7)

2.3.4  Oliver and Pharr Model Relationships

Considering the constants m and A0 of the Oliver and Pharr (2004)

model for the unloading curve, F=A0(h-hf)m we found that m is proportional

to the energy values in the same way that H and Er is reduced.

Figure 2.39 Correlation between the exponent m and some energies (WT,
WE, WP, W4, W6, W7)
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Figure 2.40 Comparison of Oliver-Pharr and Attaf approach for
(a, EIT, Er, hc, HIT) parameters)
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Figure 2.41 Experimental true stress-strain curve before and after
numerical smoothing

Figure 2.42 Best-fitting for Young’s modulus estimation
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Figure 2.43 Non linear regression for the estimation of the Hollomon’s
power law parameters

Figure 2.44 Final best fitting between Hollomon’s law and experimental
data for the entire tensile test curve.

2.4 TRIBOLOGICAL PROPERTIES

Friction coefficient of -TiAl alloy was measured against three

different kinds of balls such as Al2O3, SiC and Cr6 steel as shown in Figure
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2.45. Same size of the ball (6 mm in diameter) was used for this

measurement. Heartzian contact pressure was 0.6, 1.2 and 1.8 GPa in Cr6

steel, SiC and Al2O3 balls, respectively. The magnitude of this value is high

when it slides against Al2O3 and SiC balls as shown in Figure 2.45(a) and (c).

However, against steel ball it shows less value of friction coefficient as shown

in Figure 2.45(b). As well penetration depth is more or less similar in all the

cases as shown in Figure 2.46. However, deformation behavior of wear track

is different while using these balls. It is shown in Figure 2.47. The wear track

width is large when Al2O3 and SiC balls slides against -TiAl alloy as shown

in Figure 2.47(a) and (c). However, against steel ball it shows narrow wear

track as shown in Figure 2.47(b).

Figure 2.45 Friction behavior of -TiAl alloy sliding against (a) Al2O3
(b) SiC and (c) steel ball

In this accordance, the relationship of friction coefficient and

deformation behavior of wear track is similar. The Al2O3 and SiC balls are

harder which is more capable to deform the -TiAl alloy. The hardness and
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elastic modulus values are shown in Table 2.6. In this case, both the sliding

interfaces (coating and ball) are harder which acts to deform more. This is the

basic reason that harder balls such as Al2O3 and SiC shows high friction

coefficient. When harder interfaces slides, the wear mechanism is governed

by abrasive wear (Wang et al 1997, Holmberg et al 1998). However, steel ball

is less hard compared to other two balls. In this condition, deformation of -

TiAl alloy is less. This explains less deformed and narrow wear track when

steel ball slides against -TiAl alloy. In all the three cases, the wear rate k of

the alloy is calculate considering wear volume V, normal force F and sliding

distance S. The expression is given in Equation (2.12).

k= V/(F×S)      (2.12)

This value is lowest 2.8×10–7 mm3/Nm while -TiAl alloy slides

against SiC ball. However, this value increases to 1.8×10–6 mm3/Nm and

4.7×10–6 mm3/Nm while sliding against Al2O3 and steel balls, respectively.

The trend of wear rate follows the trend of friction coefficient. The wear rate

is less where friction coefficient is lower.

Figure 2.46 Insitu penetration depth of -TiAl alloy sliding against
 (a) Al2O3 (b) SiC and (c) steel ball
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Figure 2.47 Wear track deformation of -TiAl alloy sliding against (a)
Al2O3 (b) SiC and (c) steel ball

Table 2.6  Hardness and elastic modulus of -TiAl alloy and
counterbody balls

H (GPa) E (GPa)

-TiAl alloy 0.22 11.98

100Cr6 steel 2.7±0.2 185±17

SiC 22±1.8 345±28

Al2O3 26±2.3 382±32

The origin of friction and wear mechanism observed in

macroscopic level is related to microscopic one (Holmberg et al 1998). The

micromechanical tribological mechanisms describe the stress and strain

formation at an asperity-to-asperity level, the crack generation and

propagation, material release and particle formation. Shear and fracture are

two basic mechanisms for the first nucleation of a crack and for its

propagation, until it results in material release and the formation of a wear

scar and wear particle (Holmberg et al 1998). An important parameter is the
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hardness of the sliding interfaces and its relationship. It is common to

consider hard and soft materials. The advantages of soft materials is to reduce

friction are well known. Soft materials have the function of reducing sliding

originates from surface tensile stresses, which contribute to undesirable

subsurface cracking and subsequently to severe wear. A hard material on a

softer ball can decrease friction and wear by preventing ploughing both on a

macro scale and a micro scale. These materials typically exhibit residual

compressive stresses which can prevent the tensile forces.

2.5 CONCLUSION

Instrumented microindentation tests were performed on  -Ti-48Al-

2Cr-2Nb alloy after hipping at various loads using a Vickers indenter.

Hardness and elastic modulus are calculated by the Oliver-Pharr method and

the energetic approach by Attaf. The indentation hardness and elastic modulus

calculated from the work of indentation approach seem to correlate very well

with the Oliver-Pharr method at lower as well as higher loads. Deviations in

the average hardness may be attributed to the fact of the surface roughness

and the mechanical polishing effects. The ratio of hf/hmax ranging from 0.80 to

0.82 at various loads indicates the pile-up effect theoretically, there is a

disagreement experimentally. In addition some specific material constants

describing the properties of materials such as ( T, P, E, ET, PT, EP) are

calculated. The processing route HIP and AEBM process which are

successfully being used for the production of  –TiAl alloys having

exceptionally high strength index (K) and nominal yield strength after the

Holloman’s fitting.

Tribological behavior of -TiAl alloy is investigated while sliding

against 100Cr6 steel, SiC and Al2O3 as counterbodies for friction pairs. The

friction coefficient and wear rate was high when -TiAl alloy slides with
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Al2O3 and SiC ball. However, these values were less while sliding against

steel ball. The wear mechanism is explained by the sliding combination of

harder/softer such as SiC/ -TiAl and Al2O3 -TiAl alloy. However, less

harder/softer sliding combination acts in steel/ -TiAl alloy. Penetration depth

during friction measurement shows more or less similar value. This means

that the magnitude of composite wear is similar in all the three sliding

combination. However, deformation of wear track follows the trend of friction

coefficient. The wear track is wider in the sliding combination of SiC/ -TiAl

and Al2O3 -TiAl alloy. However, in steel/ -TiAl alloy sliding combination

the wear track was narrow.
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CHAPTER  3

TRIBOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF TiAlN COATING

SLIDING AGAINST Al2O3, SiC AND STEEL BALLS

3.1       INTRODUCTION

TiAlN are ternary nitride system which is technologically important

materials for various applications including wear resistant and oxidation

resistance at high temperature. Oxidation resistance of TiAlN is governed by

higher chemical stability, in comparison to binary nitrides like TiN and AlN

coatings (Suresha et al 2006, Zhang et al 2006, Bressan et al 2001, Keunecke

et al 2010, Torres et al 2010, Seog-Young et al 2010). In this material, TiN is

constituted as rock salt structure with metallic conductivity at room

temperature (Spengler et al 1978). However, AlN crystallizes in a wurtzite

structure and it may form a metastable rocksalt structure at high pressure

(Vashishta et al 2011). The incorporation of Al in the face centered cubic

(fcc) TiN structure on Ti sites has led to the development of TiAlN. The

structural refinement of TiAlN alloy improves its hardness, high temperature

oxidation and wears resistance (Bressan et al 2001, Keunecke et al 2010).

Thus, the TiAlN is considered as a multifunctional coating. The high hardness

of the TiN acts to prevent the wear loss during the sliding. In contrast, soft

phase like AlN is useful for low friction coefficient. Moreover, wear and

friction behavior is complex phenomena when several composition and

phases are get involved in the TiAlN film (Suresha et al 2006, Zhou et al

2010). Given the complexity of tribochemical interaction and multitude of
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phases at the sliding interfaces, the plastically deforming wear mechanism

becomes complex. Deformation is vastly associated to the combination of

hard and soft sliding bodies. Moreover, wear behavior of any material

depends on microstructure and chemical composition of sliding pairs. These

pairs cause the formation of composite tribofilm during the sliding. Nature of

such film is an important factor which attributes to the wear and friction

mechanism. Therefore, it is important to understand friction mechanism of

tribologically important TiAlN hard coating sliding with various

counterbodies forming the tribofilms and their wear mechanism.

In this chapter, friction and deformation behavior of TiAlN coating

sliding with metallic 100Cr6 steel, ceramic Al2O3 and SiC spherical

counterbodies is studied. Deformation behavior of corresponding wear tracks

are investigated by SEM. In addition, Raman spectroscopy is used to

determine the chemical changes in the wear track corresponding to different

sliding counterbodies. The correlation of friction and wear mechanism is

drawn in the respect of chemical changes and deformation behavior.

Moreover, mechanical properties such as hardness and elastic modulus are

also investigated to explain the tribological mechanism.

3.2      EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

3.2.1   Film Deposition and Microstructure

The PVD technique based magnetron sputtering was used to

deposit the coating. In this process, the co-sputtering of metallic titanium

(99.99%) and aluminum (99.99%) targets was used. The Ti and the Al targets

were powered by Direct Current (DC) and Radio Frequency (RF) magnetron

sputtering, respectively. Both of DC and RF power were fixed at 200 W. In

order to acquire well crystallized and uniform coatings, the substrate was

preheated to a prescribed temperature of 450oC and rotated with 30 rpm
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during the deposition. The distance between the target and the substrate was

about 22 cm. The base pressure of the sputtering chamber was evacuated

below 4.5×10 4 Pa by a turbo molecular pump backed by a rotary pump. The

flow rates of N2 and Ar gases were controlled separately by mass flow

controllers. The coatings were prepared at a nitrogen gas flow rate of 10

sccm. The 2 h deposition process was carried out at a fixed sputtering

pressure of 0.5 Pa. The substrate material WC-12Co binder was mirror

polished before the deposition. High roughness of the films supports in

increasing the hardness value. Hardness evaluation of thin films is always a

complicated task due to the uncertainty of the appropriate indentation load.

Depending on the coating thickness and substrate material, the system

involved (hard coating/soft substrate, soft coating/hard substrate) appropriate

load to characterize the coating hardness. For a coating surface, the effective

elastic modulus is a combination of the coating and the substrate. For

hardness measurement, the indentation depth should be less than one-tenth of

the coating thickness. Hence, the crucial problem is to investigate the film

properties independent of the underlying substrate in the film microhardness

testing (Manika and Maniks 2008). The morphologies of the film surface

were examined using SEM. Nanoindentation measurements were carried out

with Berkovich diamond indenter at a constant loading/unloading rate of 5

mN/min. The tests were conducted at a peak load of 10 mN. The formalism of

Oliver and Phar (1992) was used to calculate the elastic modulus and hardness

of all the specimens.

3.2.2   Tribology Test and Characterization Techniques

Linear reciprocating mode of ball on the disk micro- tribometer

(CSM Instruments, Switzerland) was used to carry out the friction
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measurements. In these measurements, the normal load and sliding speed

were constant 5 N and 4 cm/s, respectively. Three different kinds of balls

counterbodies such as 100Cr6 steel, SiC and Al2O3 were used for sliding

against TiAlN coating. The diameter of the ball was 6 mm. Surface

roughnesses of the balls were 0.04, 0.02, and 0.03 µm for 100Cr6 steel, SiC

and Al2O3, respectively. Tribological experiments were conducted in ambient

atmospheric condition at room temperature where the relative humidity was

75%. Insitu wear track depth was measured by LVDT sensor coupled to the

micro- tribometer. In addition, wear profile after the test was measured by

Dektak 6M–stylus profiler using 5 mg load with a scanning speed of 30 µm/s.

In this method, tip of diamond stylus with a radius of curvature of 12.5 µm

was scanned across the wear track. On each sample, wear profile was

measured five times and it was found to be reproducible.

                 The surface morphology and microstructure of the coatings were

analyzed using a FESEM (CARL ZEISS SUPRA 55). EDS was used for

elemental analysis of wear tracks. High Resolution X-ray Diffraction

(HRXRD) measurement was carried out to obtain the structural information

of coating. The incident angle of the x-ray was 0.8o. The Raman spectra on

the surface and wear tracks were recorded in back scattering geometry with a

Renishaw micro-Raman spectrometer (Model INVIA), equipped with Ar-ion

laser, wavelength 514.5 nm. In these measurements, 100% laser beam was

used for 60 minutes of spectra exposure time.

3.3 MORPHOLOGY AND MICROSTRUCTURE

Morphology and cross section of the TiAlN coatings were observed

by SEM and these are shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Morphology of the film surface observed by scanning
 electron microscope

Morphology of the coating is shown in Figure 3.1(a) represents

densely packed well defined grains. Smaller grains are locally surrounded by

bigger grains. These smaller grains are formed due to secondary nucleation

that does not grow further due to high interface energy (Irudayaraj et al 2007,

Beckers et al 2007). In addition, growth of these smaller grains is restricted by

surrounding larger grains. The boundaries of the grains are sharp which

consist of chemical defects. These defects influence on the microstructure of

TiAlN coating. Hardness and elastic modulus of the film are 22 GPa and 380

GPa, respectively, as measured by nanoindentaion technique. The hardness

and elastic modulus with H3/E2 factor for TiAlN coating and various balls

were calculated and these are given in the Table 3.1. Cross section of the

coating is shown in Figure 3.1(b) which represents coating thickness and

sharp coating/substrate interface. In addition, cross section of WC-12Co

substrate is also shown.
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Table 3.1  Microstructure and plastic index of TiAlN coating and

counterbody balls

H (GPa) E (GPa) H3/E2

TiAlN film 28±2 380±20 0.0054

100Cr6 steel 2.7±0.2 185±17 0.00057

SiC 22±1.8 345±28 0.09

Al2O3 26±2.3 382±32 0.12

In Figure 3.2, the HRXRD pattern shows that the coating is

polycrystalline in nature which consists of three phases such as TiAlN, AlN

and TiN (Schuster and Bauer 1984, Wright and Nelson 1995).

Figure 3.2 High resolution XRD of TiAlN coating
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Cubic structure of TiAlN is predominant with the orientations of

(111), (220) and (400). WC-12Co peak exists due to substrate. The shift of

TiAlN phase to high 2  angle corresponds to compressive stress which arises

due to defect concentration.

3.4      WEAR MECHANISM

Tribological properties of this film are studied by steel, SiC and

Al2O3 balls as shown in Figure 3.3. Friction coefficient of the sliding system

TiAlN/steel is 0.3 which decreases to 0.17 in the TiAlN/SiC sliding system.

However, friction coefficient of TiAlN/Al2O3 sliding system is significantly

higher 0.6–1.0.

Figure 3.3 Friction coefficient of TiAlN film sliding with (a) Cr6 steel
(b) SiC and (c) Al2O3 balls
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The friction curve is unstable in the case of TiAlN/steel and

TiAlN/Al2O3 sliding systems. This instability appears due to large scale

deformation during the sliding. Nature of deformation behavior of sliding

systems was studied by insitu wear depth measurement with LVDT sensor as

shown in Figure 3.4. In the system of TiAlN/steel, the penetration depth

consistently increases with sliding distance as shown in Figure 3.4(a). This

behavior describes that wear loss from the ball is quite significant.

Figure 3.4 Insitu penetration depth of TiAlN film sliding with (a) Cr6
steel (b) SiC and (c) Al2O3 balls

Such a characteristic is ascribed to the softness of the steel ball

which deforms easily as compared to the hard TiAlN coating (Chom-Cheng et

al 1993). This is well supported by the wear profile of the TiAlN/steel system

as shown in Figure 3.5(a). In this profile, the wear depth on the TiAlN coating

is not observed. In contrast, dense line spikes are observed on the positive

side of the scale.
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Figure 3.5 Wear profile of TiAlN film sliding with (a) steel (b) SiC and
(c) Al2O3 balls

This confirms that, wear loss from the ball occur which forms

inhomogeneous layer of wear particles of the steel ball. However, wear depth

is decreased with sliding distance in TiAlN/SiC and TiAlN/Al2O3 sliding

systems as shown in Figure 3.4(b) and Figure 3.4(c), respectively. This

characteristic is due to large scale deformation of TiAlN coating while sliding

with SiC and Al2O3 balls (Zhou et al 2010). This is in agreement with the

wear profile which is large in TiAlN/SiC and TiAlN/Al2O3 sliding pairs as

shown in Figure 3.5(b) and Figure 3.5(c), respectively. The larger dimension

of wear tracks corresponds to high wear rate of TiAlN coating which is more

or less similar to the wear loss from contacting balls. This is related to the

high hardness and elastic modulus of the SiC and Al2O3 balls which are

comparable to the TiAlN coating. It is noticed that initially, wear loss from

the ball is significantly high in the sliding pair of TiAlN/SiC and

TiAlN/Al2O3. This behavior is explained by large local contact stress of the
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contacting pairs due to reduced contact area. This causes high wear loss

(Grzesik et al 2006, Tillmann et al 2010). Once, contact area of the sliding

pairs is increased due to wear loss, the contact stress progressively decreases

and wear loss is normalized.

Further, wear loss can be understood by calculating the ratio of

hardness and elastic modulus of pairs such as TiAlN/steel, TiAlN/SiC, and

TiAlN/Al2O3 with resulting values 10.3, 1.27, 1, respectively. Similarly, ratio

of elastic modulus follows the trend of hardness ratio of the pairs. It is 2, 1.1

and 0.9 in TiAlN/steel, TiAlN/SiC, and TiAlN/Al2O3, respectively. From this

analysis, it is clearly seen that the difference in hardness and elastic modulus

of TiAlN coating and steel ball is significant. This characteristic indicate high

wear rate of steel ball (Grzesik et al 2006). However, insignificant difference

of these ratios is observed in TiAlN/SiC, and TiAlN/Al2O3 pairs. Therefore,

the difference in wear volume is marginal in TiAlN/SiC and TiAlN/Al2O3

sliding pairs as shown in Figure 3.5. Similarly, the difference in wear rate of

TiAlN film sliding against SiC and Al2O3 is less as shown in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Friction and wear rate of TiAlN sliding with steel, SiC and
Al2O3 balls

Sliding pairs. µ k, Ball (mm3/Nm) k, TiAlN

(mm3/Nm)

TiAlN/steel 0.3 2.8×10–4 4.0×10–10

TiAlN/SiC 0.17 4.3×10–7 1.7×10–7

TiAlN/Al2O3 0.45 5.7×10–6 2.3×10–6

The wear loss and deformation is evaluated by calculating the

H3/E2 factor which indicates resistance to plastic deformation. This ratio is
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less in steel ball which describes less resistance for plastic deformation.

However, resistance is high in SiC and Al2O3 ball which is directly supportive

to the calculated value of reduced wear rate. Wear volume V of ball is

calculated from the method used by Qi and Vohra (2008) and given in

Equation (3.1).

V= t2(3r-t)/3        (3.1)

Here, t represents thickness of the transferred layer after the sliding

event, r is the radius of the ball and d is the diameter of the transfer layer

which is known to be equal to the width of wear track of the coating. d is

measured directly from the scar of the ball and it represents t in the above

formula. If the wear volume is known, the wear rate is obtained from the

Equation (2.12). This equation is general and it has been used to calculate the

wear rate of both coating and the ball.

3.4.1 Deformation Mechanism of Wear Track

The wear loss and deformation mechanism in these sliding pairs are

elaborately studied by SEM and EDS. The results are presented in Figure 3.6.

In this figure, wear track of the sliding system of TiAlN/steel is shown. Low

and high magnified images shows that wear track is fully covered by the

oxide scales and metallic debris of steel ball. It is well evident from the wear

profile where wear track is absent, as seen from Figure 3.5(a). Therefore, line

spikes to the positive side on the scale are clearly observed. This arises due to

the interaction of hard TiAlN and soft steel ball where loss of wear from the

steel ball is quite significant on the intact TiAlN coating (Barshilia and Rajam

2005, Chen et al 2011). The wider wear scar of ball is shown in the inset of
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Figure 3.6. This behavior supports increase in penetration depth vs sliding

distance in TiAlN/steel sliding pair. This is shown in Figure 3.4(a).

Penetration is due to the wear loss from the ball and it is clearly shown in

wear profile Figure 3.5(a). However, edges of the wear track are partially

covered by oxide scales. In this image, it is clearly seen that the background

contains TiAlN grains which does not deform Figure 3.5(a). It is protected by

the thick oxide scales which are in the form of oxide nanoparticles. Formation

of such nanoparticles occurs due to oxidation process induced by sliding. The

evidence of metallic oxide is ascribed to the formation of Fe and Cr spectra

which are shown in EDS in the inset of this figure. These elements are formed

due to wear of steel ball. Presence of O line in this spectrum originates

formation of metallic oxide. However, the presence of following elements Ti,

Al and N arise due to wear of TiAlN coating. In this spectrum, W, Co and C

which are elemental constituents of the substrate are absent.

These observations confirm that the surface of the TiAlN coating is

not severely deformed while sliding with steel ball. Therefore, the wear and

friction mechanism in this sliding system is governed by the oxide scale and

the nature of wear mechanism is oxidational (So et al 2002). This type of

mechanism is mild and generally shows low friction coefficient. However,

severe oxidation process may induce high friction coefficient due to ionic

nature of bonding causing adhesion and friction.
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Figure 3.6 Deformation behavior of wear track in case of TiAlN/steel
ball.

In contrast, friction coefficient in TiAlN/SiC sliding system is

stable and it yields a value as low as ~0.17 as given in Figure 3.3(b). Such a

low friction coefficient is associated with the formation of narrow wear track

as compared to wider wear mark formed in the pairs of TiAlN/steel sliding

system as shown in Figure 3.6. The dimension of wear scar on the ball is also

small. Such characteristic of wear and friction is associated to the deformation

mechanism of TiAlN film. This is shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7 Deformation behavior of wear track in case of TiAlN/SiC
ball.

In the low magnified SEM image, two different colors of the wear

track are observed. The edges of the wear track are grayish-darker in color

while central region of the track is brighter. Further, high magnified image of

edge of wear track shows presence of oxide scales. Formation of this scale in

particular region is evident from EDS results which shows presence of Si and

intense peak of O lines. The growth of such oxide scales acts as protective

layer and restrict to develop deeper profile as shown in Figure 3.5(b). In this

profile, both the edges of the wear track have low penetration depth compared

to the central region. This is marked in the arrow in Figure 3.5(b). Formation

of such oxide scale in the edge of wear track is governed by low stress which

induces tribochemical reaction and mechanical stability. In this oxide scale,

the microscopic cracks within the scales are clearly observed and it is shown

in the inset of Figure 3.7. The typical thickness and separation length of this
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crack is 20-40 nm and 30–50 nm, respectively. Generally, the dimension of

the crack depends on the compressive stress and thickness of the oxide layer.

Within this crack, the TiAlN grains are clearly visible. To confirm this, the

EDS was carried out in the cracked region which shows presence of elemental

constitutes such as Ti, Al and N. This clearly confirms that edge of the wear

track does not deform severely and the coating is constituted by TiAlN grains.

In contrast, in the central region of wear track (brighter one), the deformed

grains in the form of plates are observed. These plates- like morphology of the

grains are identical to the grains of WC-12Co substrate as shown in Figure

3.1(b). It is well observed by EDS which shows presence of typical elements,

W, Co, and C. The stress distribution in this central region is high when

harder ball was used which causes high wear loss of TiAlN coatings and

ultimately the ball penetrates the substrate. This clearly indicates that WC-

12Co grains are plastically deformed due to high stress exhibited by the

interaction of harder sliding pairs and absence of oxide layer. Moreover, most

of the deformed grains are welded due to severe plastic deformation.

In this particular system, primarily the friction mechanism is

governed by the formation of lubricious oxide scales on the edge of the wear

track due to reduced stress (So et al 2002). Secondly, plastic deformation of

the grains is exhibited due to high stress in the middle of the wear track. The

role of surface films is a direct result of frictional contact and hence called

tribofilms (Godet 1984). This still remains a topic of debate, largely because

of the fact that the structure of such films is not fully understood, but is

known to vary from film to film. The tribofilm is most likely a compositional

mixture of the two base materials and other oxidation products caused by

friction heating. A thin tribofilm is believed to be associated with low wear

rate. It also mechanistically relate to the low friction coefficient.
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In the sliding pair of TiAlN/Al2O3, the wider wear track is shown in the low

magnified image (Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8 Deformation behavior of wear track in case of TiAlN/Al2O3
ball.

Similarly, the dimension of wear scar on the Al2O3 ball is also

large. This is wider compared to wear track formed in case of TiAlN/steel

sliding pair. This can be understood by deformation mechanism across the

wear track. It shows that TiAlN grains deformed plastically on the edge of the

wear track where contact stress is less. To confirm that the edge of the wear

track is constituted by TiAlN, the EDS analysis was carried out which shows

the presence of elements such as Ti, Al and N. However, pure plastic

deformation of the WC-12Co grains is also observed in the central region of
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the wear track where high stress is exhibited which results in high wear loss.

It is clearly shown in EDS by the presence of elements such as W, C and Co.

Low intensity peak of O line is also observed which may be due to the

adsorption of atmospheric oxygen. This is the reason why ball penetrates the

WC-12Co substrate in the central region of the track. The oxide scales are

absent in the wear track as well as on the edge of the track. Whole area of the

wear track is found to be plastically deformed. A typically deformed edge and

central region of the wear track are shown in the magnified SEM images. The

nature of deformation is similar in both the locations where significant plastic

deformation is observed. Similar kind of deformation is observed in the

central region of wear track using sliding pair of TiAlN/SiC (Figure 3.7).

Sharp grain boundaries which was observed on the virgin surface of TiAlN

film is found to be absent after the onset of plastic deformation. In this

system, the wear mechanism and friction are governed by plastic deformation.

3.4.2  Raman Spectroscopy of Wear Tracks

To understand the tribo- chemical reaction and chemical behavior,

the micro Raman spectra was obtained from the different locations of wear

tracks and compared with TiAlN coating surface and WC-12Co substrate. In

this respect, Raman spectra shows the typical feature of TiAlN coating as

presented in curve (a) of Figure 3.9. It consists of two broad- band, centered

at 268 and 644 cm 1. However, curve (b) shows a broad- band around 970

cm 1 which is typical feature of WC. In this curve, other bands appear at 1336

and 1588 cm 1 which is typical of amorphous carbon (Ferrari and Robertson

2000, Ferrari and Robertson 2001). Such carbon, constituted of chemical

impurities in the form of precipitates present in the grain boundary of WC.

Narrow peak around 1448 cm 1 corresponds to C=C stretching vibrational

mode (Kumar et al 2012).
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Figure 3.9 Raman spectra of (a) coating surface and (b) WC-12Co
substrate

In the sliding system of TiAlN/steel, no clear distinction between

central region of wear track and edge could be observed in the optical image

during the Raman spectroscopy experiment. This is shown in Figure 3.10.

However, darker and brighter regions were observed and from these locations,

the Raman spectra were obtained. Brighter region corresponds to the curve (a)

which is obtained from the spot (a) as shown in optical image (Figure 3.10).

In this spectrum, various peaks are observed. These are centered at 218 and

281 cm 1 belongs to Fe2O3 oxide scales (Barshilia and Rajam 2005). In

addition, peak at 402 cm 1 is typical for Fe3O4. Moreover, amorphous carbon

related peaks are also observed at 1307 and 1585 cm 1 (Kumar et al 2012).

Here, the optical transition mode of TiAlN occur around 656 cm 1. In

contrast, in darker region [spot (b)], the peak characteristic belongs to the

TiAlN coating. In addition, amorphous carbon peaks at 1378 and 1565 cm 1

were detected. This indicates that wear track is mostly covered by oxide scale

due to tribochemical reaction of steel ball with H2O molecules. Amorphous

carbon originates from steel ball which contains 0.95% C as alloy
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constituents. From these results, it is clearly observed that deformation of

TiAlN coating is insignificant while wear loss from the steel ball is

significant.

Figure 3.10 Raman spectra of wear track formed in sliding system
TiAlN/Steel (a) brighter and (b) darker location of the wear
track

In the sliding system of TiAlN/SiC, the plastically deformed region

shows typical feature of WC band in spectra (Figure 3.11) obtained from the

spot (a) and shown in optical image. However, in the edge of the wear track,

the coating is present which is covered by oxide scales. This shows

characteristic feature of Raman spectra corresponding to TiAlN. This region

belongs to edge of the wear track (Figure 3.7), where oxide scales with cracks

are shown. This oxide scale is also clearly shown in Figure 3.7. In the Raman

spectra, the oxide peaks are not observed because of thin layer (20–30 nm) of

this scale. Therefore, the Raman light penetrates below the oxide scales where

TiAlN grains are present. Through the cracks, these grains are clearly visible

in the corresponding SEM image (Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.11 Raman spectra of wear track formed in sliding system
TiAlN/SiC (a) centre of the track (b) inner edge of the wear
track

When the tribology test is carried out in TiAlN/Al2O3 system,

significantly deformed region shows weak features of TiAlN peak around 265

and 642 cm 1 (Spengler et al 1978, Chen et al 2011). This is given in curve

Figure 3.12 which is obtained from the spot (a) of wear track as shown in the

corresponding image. In addition, in this spectrum, a weak band appears

around 856 cm 1 which represents TiAlN peak (Saunders et al 2009). The

shift of this band is ascribed to change in optical phonon frequency. In

contrast, strong intensity of TiAlN is obtained from the inner and outer edges

of the deformed wear track as shown in curves (b) and (c), respectively. This

is marked as spot (b) and (c) in the optical image.

           From this analysis, it is clearly shown that the wear loss from the

centre of the wear track is significant and TiAlN coating is absent. However,

in the edge of wear track, where contact stress during the sliding is less, the TiAlN

features persist. This is well corroborated with the SEM image shown in Figure

3.8. This shows deformed grains of TiAlN in the edge of wear track. However, in

the centre of wear track, the WC plates like deformed particle are visible.
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Figure 3.12 Raman spectra of wear track formed in sliding system
TiAlN/Al2O3 (a) centre of the track (b) inner edge and
(c) outer edge of the wear track

3.4.3  Tribochemistry

Tribofilm formation is exhibited by interfacial sliding of two

surfaces. The physical and chemical nature of this film depends on several

factors such as mating bodies, their morphology, surface roughness,

microstructure, crystal structure, chemical composition and test conditions.

Chemical nature of tribofilms is one of the basic aspects that influence the

friction coefficient due to distinct chemical interaction and bonding. The

chemical interaction is governed by dangling bonds and its passivation which

largely control the friction behavior. These dangling bonds are covalent and

ionic in nature which chemically interlocks the sliding interfaces causing high

friction coefficient. Normally, the dangling bonds on the sliding surfaces does

not chemically passivate if the oxide scales are absent. Formation of such

oxides are absent in the sliding pair of TiAlN/Al2O3. The absence of oxide

scales is evident from SEM and Raman spectroscopy. This fact is explained

by high oxidation resistance and strong ionic character of Al2O3 ball.

However, oxidation resistance of SiC is weaker compared to Al2O3 which
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form various types of silicon oxides. These oxide scales are originating form

tribochemically induced reactions with moist air which contains large amount

of water molecules. Formation of such oxide scales passivate the dangling

bonds of sliding interface, hence friction coefficient is less. Formation of

oxide scale is governed by the following chemical reactions (Liu et al 2008)

given in Equations (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4)

SiO2 + 2H2  SiOH4        (3.2)

SiO2 + H2 SiO(OH)2        (3.3)

SiO2 + 1/2H2 1/4 O2 + SiO(OH)        (3.4)

Formation of SiO2 occurs due to inward diffusion, so that oxygen is

transported through the silica scale. Molecular oxygen is the primary medium

for transport of oxygen during formation of SiO2. Atmospheric molecular

water is the dominant species resulting in an increase in the oxidation rate. In

case of TiAlN/steel pair, the oxidational wear is severe due to low oxidation

resistance of steel. The reason of low oxidation resistance is caused by weak

metallic bonding and low electronegativity of steel ball. In contrast, oxygen is

a good electron acceptor. This leads to formation of various metallic oxides

reacting with atmospheric H2O molecules during the tribology process. The

H2O has a large dipole moment and lone pair electrons and therefore, it is a

good electron donor. Adsorption occurs by acid/base interaction process

occurring with metal ions. Non-dissociative molecular adsorption also occurs

and forms ionic metal oxides. Formation of metallic oxides compensates the

dangling bonds, hence low friction coefficient results. The Fe2O3 and Fe3O4

form due to the following reactions. These are given in Equations (3.5) and

(3.6).

2Fe3+ + 6e– +3/2O2 Fe2O3        (3.5)
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2Fe3+ + Fe2+ +4O2– Fe3O4       (3.6)

When these oxides scales react with H2 molecules it forms

following substance (Liu et al 2008) expressed in Equation (3.7).

3Fe2O3 +H2 = 2Fe3O4 + H2O        (3.7)

Further growth of the oxide scale depends on a large extent on

ensuing transport processes, where the so-called H2/H2O bridges provide the

transport mechanism. The above mentioned chemical reaction and self-

generated oxides scales act as tribo- lubricants.

3.5 CONCLUSION

Tribological properties of TiAlN coating was studied while sliding

against various counterbodies such as 100Cr6 steel, SiC and Al2O3. Friction

coefficient of TiAlN/Al2O3 sliding pair was significantly high with the values

in the range 0.6–0.9. In this system, wear rate of Al2O3 ball and TiAlN

coating was in the same order 5.7×10–6 and 2.3×10–6 mm3/Nm, respectively.

For this sliding pair, the wear mechanism was governed by plastic

deformation. However, the friction coefficient was less than 0.2 in sliding pair

of TiAlN/steel. The wear rate of SiC ball and TiAlN coating was also in the

same order 4.3×10–7 and 1.7×10–7 mm3/Nm, respectively. Improved

tribological properties in this system are governed by the formation of

lubricious oxide layer. In the sliding system of TiAlN/steel ball, the value of

friction coefficient is ~0.3. The wear arte of TiAlN coating sliding with steel ball

is significantly less 4.0×10–10 mm3/Nm. However, the wear rate of ball is high

2.8×10–4 mm3/Nm. In this sliding pair, the mechanism of wear is oxidational.
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CHAPTER 4

WEAR MECHANISM OF CrN/NbN SUPERLATTICE

COATING SLIDING AGAINST Al2O3, SiC AND

STEEL BALLS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Hard coatings deposited by PVD are suitable for improving wear

resistance of components in several engineering applications. In this respect,

nitrides of transition metals such as CrN, TiN and NbN have been studied

extensively and these are well established in industrial applications (Chang et

al 2011, Zhang et al 2007, Hovsepian et al 2005, Gwang et al 2003). Among

them, CrN coating is one of the widely used in cutting tools, die and mould,

mechanical components and artificial joints. Such coating increases the

service life due to excellent oxidation resistance, corrosion resistance, low

friction coefficient and high wear resistance (Zhang et al 2007, Gwang et al

2003, Lee et al 2006, Chang and Wang 2004, Cheng et al 2011, Hones et al

1997, Ehiasarian et al 2004, Chang et al 2004).

Further, it is possible to deposit such species in a periodic way to

achieve a nanoscale multilayer structure with improved mechanical and

tribological properties as compared to single layer monolithic coatings.

Moreover, the deposition of multilayer coatings by magnetron sputtering is

useful in several applications (Hovsepian et al 2005, Gwang et al 2003). High
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coating hardness has been observed for TiN/VN (Helmersson et al 1987) and

TiN/NbN (Chu et al 1993, Larsson et al 1996) multilayer coatings. Both

improved corrosion resistance and decreased erosive and abrasive wear rates

due to multilayer structures have also been reported for CrN/NbN (Tomlinson

et al 1999) and TiN/CrN systems (Nordin et al 1999). The properties of these

coatings are dependent on the period of the individual layers in the structure.

In this coating, the layer thickness is less enough such that the coatings form a

superlattice structure. In this context CrN/NbN nano-scale multilyered

coatings (Cameron et al 2001) have performed particularly well in corrosion

resistant applications because of the use of chemically stable metals like Nb

and Cr stacked a nano-scale multilayer architecture.

High hardness and wear resistance is derived due to the superlattice

effect, i.e. the suppression of dislocations, grain refinement, coherency strain

hardening, dislocation line energy effects and interfacial cracking. The

detrimental effects of macroparticles, solidifying from melt cathode droplets

poorly react with N-plasma on the substrate. This results in local loss of

coating adhesion, surface roughening and grain coarsening. In addition it

creates non-uniform N and phase distribution within the particle, and

formation of shrinkage porosity due to droplet self-repulsion mechanism.

In this chapter, tribological properties of CrN/NbN superlattice

coating sliding against 100Cr6 steel, Al2O3 and SiC spherical counterbodies

were investigated. Deformation behavior and chemical nature of

corresponding wear tracks were investigated by SEM and micro Raman

spectroscopy, respectively. The correlation of friction and wear mechanism is

proposed with respect to microstructure and oxidation resistance of sliding

ball counterbodies.
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4.2 EXPERIMENTAL AND CHARACTERIZATION

TECHNIQUES

The ~2.7 µm thick coating of CrN/NbN superlattice was deposited

by PVD technique using magnetron sputtering at a deposition temperature of

450oC. The coatings have been deposited in a cylindrical closed field

unbalanced magnetron system using two seperate targets. The coating

structure comprises an initial Cr adhesion layer, a CrN base layer and then a

CrN/NbN superlattice layer. One target has been used for Cr sputtering and

the opposing target used for Nb sputtering. The film stoichiometry has been

controlled by an Optical Emission Monitor (OEM) feedback system which

controls the reactive gas flow rate to maintain a particular intensity from the

Cr emission line in front of the Cr target. The Cr-Nb flux ratio has been fixed

by setting the ratio of the Cr to Nb target currents taking into account their

relative sputter yields. The substrates have been mounted on a one-axis

rotation system in one of two positions; at radii of 8.5 (S position) or 17 cm

(B position) equivalent to 17.5 and 8 cm, respectively from the targets at their

nearest point. The substrate was biased using a pulsed DC power supply with

a frequency of 250 kHz and a pulse width of 1200 ns. The effect of the

substrate to target distance is to vary the metal to reactive gas and also the

ratio of the ion to atom arrival rates.

Nanoindentation measurements were carried out with Berkovich

diamond indenter at a constant loading/unloading rate of 5 mN/min. The tests

were conducted at a peak load of 15 mN. The formalism of Oliver and Phar

(1992) was used to calculate the elastic modulus and hardness of all the

specimens. Linear reciprocating mode of ball on the disk micro- tribometer

(CSM Instruments, Switzerland) was used to carry out the tribological tests.
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In these measurements, the normal load and sliding speed were constant 5 N

and 4 cm/s, respectively. Three different kinds of ball counterbodies such as

100Cr6 steel, SiC and Al2O3 were used for sliding against CrN/NbN

superlattice coating. The diameters of these balls was 6 mm. Surface

roughnesses of the balls were 0.04, 0.02, and 0.03 µm for 100Cr6 steel, SiC

and Al2O3, respectively. Tribological experiments were conducted in ambient

atmospheric condition at room temperature where the relative humidity was

75%±2. Insitu wear track depth was measured by a LVDT sensor coupled to

the micro- tribometer.

In addition, wear profile after the test was measured by a Dektak

6M–stylus profiler using 5 mg load with a scanning speed of 30 µm/s. In this

method, tip of diamond stylus with a radius of curvature of 12.5 µm was

scanned across the wear track. On each sample, wear profile was measured 3

times and it was found to be reproducible. The surface morphology and

microstructure of the coatings were analyzed using a FESEM (CARL ZEISS

SUPRA 55). HRXRD measurements were carried out to obtain the structural

information of coating. The incident angle of the X-ray was 0.8o. The atomic

concentrations, chemical and bonding states in CrN/NbN superlattice film

were investigated by XPS (PHI 5802 system) with a monochromatic Al

X-ray source.

4.2.1  Morphology and Microstructure of the Coating

The morphology of the honeycomb like structure of CrN/NbN

superlattice is shown in Figure 4.1. Droplets and grooves are clearly seen in

low magnified image of SEM in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1 Surface morphology and cross section of CrN/NbN superlattice
coating

Figure 4.2 Low magnified image clearly shows droplet and grooves

The presence of deeper craters and larger droplets is responsible for

the high roughness which is typical of this arc-deposited CrN/NbN

supperlattice (Lewis et al 2006, Martini and Ceschini 2011). Thickness of the

coating is 2.7 µm as shown in the cross section (Figure 4.1). It is useful to

determine the superlattice structure by observing the diffraction peak at low

angles in XRD. The superlattice spacing is a function of the deposition rate

which depends mainly on the target current, target to substrate distance and
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on the rotation speed of the substrate arrangement (Cameron et al 2001). It

can be seen that there is a wide variation in the intensity of the diffraction

peak and in many cases no peak could be observed indicating that there was

no superlattice structure. In some cases satellite peaks could also be observed

around the high angle diffraction peaks. The intensity of the diffraction peak

can be taken as an approximate measure of the abruptness of the change in

composition between the chromium nitride and niobium nitride layers in the

structure. The intensity of this peak was plotted as a function of the

superlattice period. The plotted data are taken from a wide range of deposition

conditions such as bias, rotation speed, intensity of the OEM setting and

target current. It can be seen that irrespective of the deposition parameters the

intensity of the peak is a linear function of the superlattice period and that

once the expected period reaches <10 Å there in no diffraction peak observed

at all.

Further, in the present chapter the structure of the coating was

determined from XRD using a Pearson fitting. Lattice parameters, ao, were

described by Cohen-Wagner function (cos  cot ) in order to eliminate

symmetric errors. An extrapolation to cos  cot  = 0 gives the lattice

parameter ao. The superlattice period , in the low angle region was measured

directly from the standard Bragg equation: = ( /2d sin ), where  is the

Bragg angle,  is X- ray wavelength and n is order of the wavelength. The

XRD pattern from the films was characteristic of a face centered cubic

structure with lattice parameters intermediate between CrN and NbN as

shown in Figure 4.3. The main peak of cubic CrN is observed at 61.7o 2  with

the orientation of (220) that corresponds to Cr2N (NaCl-type, ao=0.414 nm)

(Hovsepian et al 2005, Cameron et al 2001).
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Figure 4.3 XRD of CrN/NbN superlattice coating

Figure 4.4 Low angle XRD spectrum of the CrN/NbN coating shows
superlattice period
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Moreover, NbN and Cr2Nb peaks are observed at 35.4 and 48.1o 2

angles. In addition, WC and Co peaks are also present. The presences of these

peaks are due to the substrate. Low angle XRD (LA XRD) spectrum of the

CrN/NbN coating is shown in Figure 4.4. In this case, triggering time is low

enough to obtain nanometric layers.

4.2.2  XPS analysis of CrN/NbN coating

For the detail chemical analysis, the XPS measurements on the

CrN/NbN coating was carried out and it is shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5 XPS of CrN/NbN superlattice coating

The core level photoelectron spectra of Cr2p, C1s and N1s were

fitted by Gaussian and Lorentzian peaks. Note that the spin–orbit splitting for

Cr2p is 9.2 eV and the fitting was performed only using the Cr2p 3/2 peak. In

these fittings, a Shirley type background- subtraction was used (Ermolieff et

al 1988). The surface chemical and phase composition derived from available
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binding energies of the respective peaks are listed in Table 4.1. In addition,

their FWHM values are included. The electron binding energy of Cr2p 3/2

peak shows a broad peak around 575.1 eV that is high for metallic 574 eV.

This peak consists of four components that correspond to Cr metal at 574.1

eV, Cr (nitride) at 576.2 eV and Cr (oxynitride) at 583.5 eV and 577.2 eV.

Further, the C1s spectra consists of three components with peaks at 284.1 eV

(sp2C-C) and carbonitrides (sp2 C-N) at 286 eV and 288.6 eV. The N1s peak

is described by three peaks of different intensities that correspond to CrN and

Cr2N centered at 396.7 eV, and 397.6 eV and sp3C-N at 399.5 eV,

respectively (Vyas et al 2008).

Table 4.1  Binding energy on the surface of CrN/NbN superlattice coating

Peak Binding energy
(eV)

Bonding state FWHM

Cr2p 574.1
576.2
583.5
577.2

Cr (metal)
Cr (nitride)
Oxynitride
Oxynitride

0.78
0.85
1.3
1.6

C1s 284.8
286

288.6

C-C ligand (sp2C-C)
C-N ligand (sp2C-N)
C-N ligand (sp2C-N)

0.65
1.2
1.3

N1s 396.7
397.6
399.5

CrN
CrN

CrN (sp3C-N)

1.1
0.8

0.95
Nb3d 200.7

202.4
206.6

Nb
N

O- NbN

0.8
0.85
1.2

In addition, a broad feature at 201.2 eV is observed which

corresponds to the Nb3d. This peak consists of three components that

correspond to Nb, N and O- NbN binding states around 200.7, 202.4 and

206.6 eV, respectively.
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4.3 TRIBOLOGICAL PROPERTIES

Friction behavior of CrN/NbN coating is shown in Figure 4.6 while

sliding with Al2O3, steel and SiC balls. The value of friction coefficient is

lowest ~0.01 when coating slides against Al2O3 ball as shown in Figure

4.6(a). However, this value is higher ~0.17 and 0.3 in Figure 4.6(b) and

Figure 4.6(c), respectively, when it slides against steel and SiC balls,

respectively. The corresponding penetration depth, measured insitu is shown

in Figure 4.7. It is found to increase with sliding distance. Further, the

magnitude of penetration depth is more or less similar (~ 2 µm) when coating

slides against all the three balls. Initially, the wear loss is high which shows

rapid increase in penetration depth i.e., declining behavior of curves is shown.

However, after lapse of few hundred sliding distances, this curve is all most

saturated (reduced declining is observed). Initially, the increase in penetration

depth is caused due to two reasons.

Figure 4.6 Friction coefficient of CrN/NbN coating sliding against (a)
Al2O3 (b) SiC and (c) steel ball
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Figure 4.7 Insitu penetration depth of CrN/NbN coating sliding against
(a) Al2O3 (b) SiC and (c) steel ball

Firstly, during initial sliding passes, the contact stress is high due to

reduced contact area of interfaces. Secondly, high wear loss is ascribed to

softening of the contact interfaces which takes place during the initial sliding

passes. However, the contact area of sliding interfaces continuously increases

with sliding distance due to progressive wear loss. This leads to decrease in

contact stress which subsequently causes declination in the penetration depth

and wear loss. Secondly, the concentration of defect complexes is high across

the sliding interfaces while longer sliding passes which enhances the strain

hardening. The increase in strain hardening increases the resistance for

deformation, hence less wear loss. Strain hardening due to defect

concentration and their correlation with wear mechanism is well described by

Anirban Mahato et al (2011).
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4.3.1   Dimension of wear profile

In addition, wear profile is measured by a Dektek surface profiler

after the tribology test and the result is shown in Figure 4.8. In this

consequence, insitu wear depth measured by LVDT sensor during the

tribology test is more or less agrees with the wear profile measured by Dektek

after the tribo- test. The wear depth is ~ 2 µm while coating slides against

steel and SiC ball. These are shown in Figure 4.8(b) and Figure 4.8(c)

respectively. However, this is less in Al2O3 ball as shown in Figure 4.8(a).

Low friction coefficient and oxidation resistance of the Al2O3 ball sliding

against CrN/NbN coating could be primary reason for high wear resistance.

Figure 4.8 Wear depth and width profile of CrN/NbN coating sliding
against (a) Al2O3 (b) SiC and (c) steel ball
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Further, the wear width is narrow and features are similar when

coating slides against Al2O3 and SiC balls. However, the wear track widens

while sliding against steel ball. This behavior is explained by determining

hardness and elastic modulus of balls and coating and calculating the

resistance against plastic deformation. These are given in the Table 4.2. It is

shown that hardness and elastic modulus of coating is 27±3 GPa and 420

GPa±23 GPa, respectively, as measured from nanoindentaion technique.

Further, hardness and elastic modulus along with H3/E2 factor for the

CrN/NbN coating and various balls were calculated and these are also given

in the Table 4.2. It is shown that the resistance to plastic deformation in case

of steel ball is lowest 0.00057. This causes pronounced deformation of steel

ball and the ensuing contact area becomes wider. Therefore, wear track width

consequently increases.

Table 4.2 Mechanical properties of CrN/NbN coating and counterbody
balls

H (GPa) E (GPa) H3/E2

CrN/NbN 24±3 398±18 0.1

Al2O3 26±2.3 382±32 0.12

100Cr6 steel 2.7±0.2 185±17 0.00057

SiC 22±1.8 345±28 0.09

In the view of above results, the tribological properties of CrN/NbN

coating sliding with Al2O3, steel and SiC balls are described by two distinct

aspects i.e., belonging to mechanical and chemical characteristics. In case of

Al2O3 ball, the hardness is comparable to the hardness of CrN/NbN coating.

Both the sliding interfaces exhibit near similar resistance to plastic

deformation. This behavior is equally valid while CrN/NbN coating slides

against SiC ball. However, friction coefficient is significantly low 0.01 and
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wear resistance is high in Al2O3 as compared to sliding against SiC ball. Wear

resistance is described by calculating the wear rate. It is calculated by

considering the wear track width, depth and length from which wear volume

is subsequently computed and wear rate is determined by equation (2.12). The

values of friction coefficient and wear rate are given in Table 4.3. Here, such

a difference in friction coefficient cannot be explained alone by hardness and

H3/E2 factor of the sliding interface. It is necessary to consider high oxidation

resistance and high surface chemical inertness of Al2O3 ball. Such properties

cause high chemical resistance of the sliding surfaces. In order to elucidate

the wear mechanism which shows low friction coefficient of CrN/NbN

superlattice coating while tested with Al2O3 ball. The surface morphology,

composition of the wear track and wear debris formed on the track test were

analyzed.

Table 4.3 Friction coefficient and wear rate of CrN/NbN coating sliding
against Al2O3, steel and SiC balls

µ (Average) k (mm3/Nm)

Al2O3 0.01 2.6×10–7

100Cr6 steel 0.17 8.2×10–7

SiC 0.3 3.4×10–5

4.3.2   Wear Track Morphology

It is shown that the abrasive particles of the CrN coating are present

in the track. However, the abrasion of the Al2O3 ball was found to be

negligible which confirms high abrasive and oxidation resistance of Al2O3

ball (Cheng et al 2011). Cheng et al (2011) also shows appreciable amount of

debris, corresponding to the low wear rate of the CrN coatings sliding against

Al2O3 balls. It is shown that the tribochemical interaction between the Al2O3

ball and the coating is rather limited and consequently, the wear rate of the
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balls becomes negligible (Polcar et al 2007). Therefore, sliding with Al2O3

balls is a typical three-body abrasive interaction mode with protective wear

debris accumulating at interlayer. The appearance of wear tracks clearly

demonstrates a polishing wear mode that occurs in combination with plastic

deformation of the coating. However, SiC ball exhibits reduced oxidation

resistance and chemical inertness when compared to the Al2O3 ball. This leads

to chemical interlocking, causing severe abrasive wear (Wang et al 2011). In

case of steel ball which is much softer than CrN/NbN coating, formation of

abrasive particles from the steel ball occurs. Therefore, wear mechanism

becomes dominant by oxidational and abrasive (Cheng et al 2011, Mo et al

2008).

In this case, the transfer of ball material to the surface of the

coating was quite significant and the coating surface becomes fully covered

by a layer of oxidized ball materials (Polcar et al 2007). Wear debris are

entrained in metal oxide layer on the wear track. Such debris is porous,

irregular shaped and consists of nano-sized particles. In case of CrN/NbN

coating sliding against Al2O3 ball, the plastically deformed and smooth wear

track is observed as presented in Figure 4.9(a). This feature includes polished

surface of wear track with grooves and fine abrasive particles. In the work of

Cheng et al (2011) the wear mechanism of the low friction coefficient of CrN

coatings tested with Al2O3 balls is also observed. The surface morphology and

composition of the wear track and wear debris on the test coupons were

investigated using SEM and EDS.

          It is shown that the wear track on CrN coatings is much narrower

than that on TiN coatings. High magnification observations show that the

wear track on CrN coating surface exhibits a fine polish-like structure.

However, on TiN coating surface, wear grooves parallel to the sliding

direction could be clearly observed. This indicates that the wear mechanism
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of CrN and TiN coatings against Al2O3 is abrasion wear, but CrN coatings

have higher wear and abrasion resistance against Al2O3 ball. However, in the

case of CrN/NbN coating sliding with SiC and steel balls, oxide layers on the

wear track are formed as seen in Figure 4.9(b) and Figure 4.9(c), respectively.

Figure 4.9 Deformation behavior of CrN/NbN coating sliding against
 (a) Al2O3 (b) SiC and (c) steel ball

The oxides are mostly constituted by silicon oxide and metallic

oxide in SiC and steel balls, respectively. The cracks in the oxide layers are

clearly visible. Prominent feature of metal oxide scale are visible when

CrN/NbN coating sliding against steel ball. This kind of wear is generated due

to the tribochemical reaction of metal with ambient atmosphere. Metal surface
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is normally covered with a layer of oxide, which could prevent metal-to-metal

contact, and thus avoiding the formation of adhesion and reducing the

tendency of adhesive wear. In this respect, oxide is favourable to reduce wear

rate of metallic materials. However, whether such beneficial effect can be

realized is strongly dependent on the material properties and contact

conditions. When the hardness of the metal underlying an oxide layer is low

or when the contact load is relatively higher, the metal beneath the oxide layer

will plastically deformed and asperities in the hard surface will penetrate

through the thin oxide layer. This leads to the normal metal-to-metal contact.

In such case, wear by abrasion or adhesion will occur depending on

the mechanical and chemical properties of the contacting metals. The

beneficial effect of oxide is minimal and wear rate is generally high. On the

other hand, when the underlying metal is hard enough to support the oxide

film, such as on engineered hard surface, the oxidation wear is exhibited. The

mechanism of oxidation wear is schematically shown in Figure 4.10.

At the beginning of a wear process, the original oxide film on the

metal surface was removed when hard asperities rub across the point of the

oxide layer, leaving the underlying metal uncovered. The fresh metal will

quickly react with oxygen in air to form a fresh oxide layer, which will then

be scraped off again by asperities in the following cycle. Such an “oxidation –

scrape”, or “chemical – mechanical” cycle repeats during the oxidation wear

process, producing wear debris of finely powdered oxide. The worn surface is

smooth and frequently covered with a layer or patches of oxide which can be

visually seen. For steel, the worn surface becomes dark brown (colour of iron

oxide). The morphologies of a surface worn by oxidation wear are shown in

Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10 Generalized schematic of oxidation wear process

It needs to be mentioned that during sliding, the high surface

temperature induced by frictional heating, and the reduced activation energy

of oxide formation caused by plastic deformation, can increase the oxidation

rate. Thus, rapid oxidation can be achieved, and the oxide layer can grow

thicker during sliding under static conditions. This ensures the fresh metal is

rapidly covered with a new layer of oxide after the original oxide film was

worn away. Oxidation wear is absent in vacuum or in inert atmosphere, since

re-oxidation is not possible. Oxidation wear is a mild form of wear. When the

predominant wear mechanism is changed from abrasive or adhesive to

oxidation wear, wear rate can be decreased by several orders of magnitude. In

this study the oxidational wear mechanism is present when CrN/NbN coating

sliding with SiC and steel ball.

The fact is that, engineering surface is practically never perfectly

flat. The surface of a most highly polished engineering component show

irregularities or asperities. When two such surfaces are brought into contact,

the real contact actually occurs only at some high asperities which are a small

fraction, e.g. 1/100 of the apparent contacting area. As a result, plastic

deformation and intermetallic adhesion will occur, forming cold weld

junctions between the contacting asperities. The strength of junction is

determined by the surface structure and by the mutual solubility of two

contact metals. The tendency of adhesion is the lowest for a pair of metals
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with almost zero mutual solubility, but this is limited to very few metals.

Most metallic materials show appreciable tendency of adhesion.

Figure 4.11 Schematic of adhesive wear which occurs by material transfer

When two contact surfaces undergo relative movement, tearing

must take place either at the (cold weld) junction or inside the original

materials depending on which is weaker. If the strength of the adhesion

junction is relatively low, as in the case of a contact pairs with low mutual

solubility or metallic surfaces separated by oxide film, tearing will take place

at the junction and material loss during wear will be minimal. However, when

tearing occurs inside the softer material, a fragment of the softer material will

be dragged away and adhering to the harder body, as a schematic shown in

Figure 4.11. This process is known as material transfer as discussed in detail

in chapter 3.

The transferred fragment is plastically deformed during continued

action of sliding so that the transferred materials frequently have a plate-like

morphology. Multi-material transfer and plastic deformation of the transferred

material result in a layered surface morphology on the counterface. This

mechanism is present in all the sliding counterbodies such as Al2O3, SiC and

steel ball sliding against CrN/NbN coating as shown in Figure 4.9(a-c). The

next stage is detachment of the transferred layer, probably when the bond
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between the layer and the underlying material has been locally weakened by

cyclic loading.

4.3.3  Raman Analysis of the Wear Tracks

The friction values were strongly correlated with the coating type

and the counterface composition. The friction was higher for an Al2O3

counterface compared to a WC counterface for both coatings. Similarly, the

TiAlN/VN has lower friction for both counterfaces compared to the CrN/NbN

(Zhou et al 2007). Thus, the interaction between the two materials clearly

have a strong effect on friction, and therefore the nature of the tribofilm

formed and the structure of the wear debris is the key to understand the

friction behavior. It has been shown that the friction and wear observed

between hard coatings and the counterface depends strongly on the formation

of tribofilm. Friction invariable starts at low values, but then tends to increase,

despite the wear process giving a smoothing of the surface. The change in

friction has been correlated with the development of a tribofilm that consists

of components of both surfaces. Where adhesion is strong, extensive transfer

from the counterface tends to occur resulting in a tribofilm that is usually an

oxide based on components from both surfaces. Zhou et al (2007) observed

Fe3O4 and Al2TiO5 in a thin (~100 nm) tribofilm on the surface of a

TiAlN/CrN multilayer worn against steel, which tended to promote high

friction and was shown to eventually lead to failure of the coating. In contrast,

the TiAlN/VN studied. Frictional heating and adhesion with the counterface

has been shown to develop due to oxidation that can substantially reduce

friction.

In order to elucidate the associated chemical nature of wear track

and the consequent oxidation resistance, the Raman spectra were obtained

from the corresponding wear tracks and virgin surface of the CrN/NbN
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coating. These are shown in Figure 4.12. There are several weak spectral

features at 298, 480, 797, 894, 959, 1405 and 1555 cm–1 as shown in Figure

4.12 (virgin surface of CrN/NbN superlattice coating). The peaks at 298 and

797 cm–1 belong to Fe2O3 and Cr2O3 phases (Quinn 1971, Quinn 2002, Quinn

1985, Wei and Stott 1989, Kumar et al 2012). Peaks at 480, 894, 959 cm–1

belong to CrNbO3 (Barshilia et al 2002, Fontalvo et al 2007). Further, Raman

shift at 1405 and 1555 cm–1 designated as formation of amorphous carbon

which occurs in the form of impurities (Ferrari and Robertson 2001). The

intensities of these peaks are rather weak. Further, wear track formed during

sliding against Al2O3 ball shows weak Raman shifts at 810 and 888 cm–1 as

shown in Figure 4.12(a). These peaks belong to Fe2O3 and Cr2O3 phases,

respectively (Quinn 2001, Kumar et al 2012). This indicates that there is

absence of oxidation in wear track. This is due to high oxidation resistance of

Al2O3 ball. However, several intense peaks appear when SiC and steel balls

slide against the CrN/NbN coating.

Figure 4.12 Raman spectra of virgin CrN/NbN coating surface and wear
track formed sliding against (a) Al2O3 (b) SiC and (c) steel
ball
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Their peaks at 212, 574 and 882 cm–1 correspond to the Fe2O3

phase (Quinn 1971, Quinn 2001, Kumar et al 2012) when SiC ball slides

against coating. This is shown in Figure 4.12(a). Both Fe3O4 and Cr2O3 peaks

are observed at 345 and 673 cm–1, respectively (Quinn 2001, Kumar et al

2012). Peak at 1106 cm–1 belong to O–H vibration arising out of contact with

ambient atmospheric moisture (Phillips 1986). The spectra at 1327 and 1571

cm–1 belong to amorphous carbon due to ingress of atmospheric carbon. This

occurs along with residual impurities present at sliding interfaces (Ferrari and

Robertson 2001). In addition, peak at 1792 cm–1 occurs due to interaction of

nitrogen molecules present in ambient atmosphere (Ferrari and Robertson

2001). Similarly, most of these features are also present in the wear track

formed during sliding against steel ball as shown in Figure 4.12(c). The

spectra at 260, 574 and 885 cm–1 belong to Fe2O3 phase (Quinn 1971, Quinn

2002, Quinn 1985, Wei et al 1989, Kumar et al 2012). Moreover, the spectra

at 377, 677 and 949 belong to Fe3O4 phase (Quinn 1985, Kumar et al 2012).

The peak at 1122 cm–1 corresponds to O–H vibration (Phillips 1986).

Amorphous carbon peaks are present at 1332 and 1585 cm–1 (Ferrari and

Robertson 2001). The above analysis shows that oxidation is significant in

case while SiC and steel balls slide against CrN/NbN coating. These results

are well corroborated with the wear track morphology and Raman spectral

investigations.

4.4 CONCLUSION

Tribological properties of CrN/NbN superlattice coating are

investigated while using 100Cr6 steel, SiC and Al2O3 counterbodies as

friction pairs. Ultra low friction coefficient 0.01 and high wear resistance

2.6×10–7 mm3/Nm was measured in case of CrN/NbN superlattice coating

slide against Al2O3 ball. Such a low friction coefficient and high wear

resistance is ascribed to high oxidation resistance and chemical inertness of
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the Al2O3 ball. However, friction coefficient increased to 0.17 and 0.3 when

coating was tested against steel and SiC balls. Similarly, wear resistance was

also found to be reduced to 8.2×10–7 mm3/Nm and 3.4×10–5 mm3/Nm while

sliding against steel and SiC balls, respectively. Such a high friction

coefficient and less wear resistance are explained on the basis of oxidational

wear mechanism. This mechanism dominates in the case of steel and SiC

balls due to less oxidation resistance.
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CHAPTER 5

TRIBOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF DIAMOND LIKE

CARBON AND NANOCRYSTALLINE DIAMOND

NANOWIRE FILMS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

We have discussed that there is technological need to synthesize

and design hard coatings for tribology applications (Balandin 2011, Robertson

2002, Bhaskaran et al 2002). In this respect, the carbon is one of the

fascinating elements in periodic table which exists in various forms that find

numerous applications. It exits in the form of diamond and graphite like

structures with sp3 and sp2 hybridization states, respectively. DLC coating

consists of a network of sp3 and sp2 coordinations and can exist as amorphous

carbon or hydrogenated amorphous carbon (Moseler et al 2005, Zhang et al

2008, Crombez et al 2011). The sp3 bonding state in DLC coating is mostly

constituted by metastable amorphous carbon, results in superior hardness. It

exhibits low friction and high wear resistance useful for several applications

(Voevodin and Zabinsk 1998, Tsai and Bogy 1987, Cirino et al 2010).

Nevertheless, improvement of their mechanical properties and extension of

the use of DLC films for wear protection requires understanding of their

friction and wear properties while sliding against various counterbodies.

Microcrystalline Diamond (MCD) film generally consists of bigger

grains with a sharp boundary phase of carbon impurities. It has high surface

roughness, high friction coefficient and week wear resistance (Biigli et al
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1995, Erdemir et al 1999). In contrast, nanometer grain-sized polycrystalline

diamond films provide smooth and low friction useful for mechanical and

tribological applications (Ikeda et al 2006, Panda et al 2012, Krauss et al

2001, Konicek et al 2008). The Nanocrystalline Diamond (NCD) films are

characterized as a two-phase system consisting of nanometer-sized grains and

amorphous carbon that forms intercrystalline boundaries. With decreasing the

diamond crystallite size, the relative volume fraction of amorphous

intercrystalline boundary phase in the film increases (Auciello and Sumant

2010, Fayette et al 1998). In this condition, tribological properties of the films

are dominated by the presence of boundary phase that is highly metastable.

The sp2 bonded carbon and amorphized boundary phase exhibit low friction

coefficient under certain specific conditions (De Barros Bouchet et al 2012,

Kumar et al 2012). However, it has low wear resistance due to reduced elastic

energy leading to low fracture toughness (Geng et al 2007).

Therefore, NCD and Ultrananocrystalline Diamond (UNCD) films

are not suitable for tribological application where low friction coefficient and

high wear resistance are desirable features. Some specific diamond films, like

hydrogenated UNCD and diamond nanowires (DNWs) show low friction

coefficient and high wear resistance in humid atmosphere (Panda et al 2012,

Sumant et al 2010, Sumant et al 2005). Additionally, DNWs films treated in

H2 plasma show near frictionless behavior (Sankaran et al 2013). Such a

friction behavior is described by the passivation of uncompensated carbon

dangling bonds by hydrogen content and adsorption of H2O molecules

(Konicek et al 2008, Konicek et al 2012). However, wear resistance of this

film weakens due to large fraction of sp2C-C bonding and amorphous carbon

which persist even after the H2 plasma treatment. In this respect, there are

limited options to modify the chemical behavior of film to improve their

tribological properties.
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In this regard, the first part of the present chapter describes friction

behavior of hydrogenated DLC coating sliding against 100Cr6 steel, Al2O3

and SiC balls. The chemical behavior of DLC wear tracks and wear scars on

the balls was examined by micro-Raman spectroscopy and X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy. From this chemical analysis, the correlation of

friction with chemical characteristic of sliding interfaces is established. In the

second, tribological property of as-deposited and O2 plasma treated DNW

films were studied at moderately high loading condition and longer sliding

distances. Microstructure and chemical changes in these films were

investigated and correlated with friction and wear mechanism. In addition,

chemical nature of the wear track and change in surface energy were also

investigated. These are used to explain the friction and wear characteristics.

5.2 EXPERIMENTAL AND CHARACTERIZATION

TECHNIQUES

The hydrogenated DLC coating was deposited by magnetron

sputtering of graphite target in the presence of CH4 gas in Ar plasma at a

pressure of ~10–4 mbar. Film thickness was 2.4 µm measured by Dektak 6M–

stylus profiler using 5 mg load with a scanning speed of 30 µm/s. The

topography and film roughness were measured by an AFM (Park XE-100) in

non contact mode. The tribological tests were carried out by a ball-on-disc

CSM tribometer (Switzerland). Various balls such as steel, Al2O3 and SiC

were used to slide against the DLC coating. All these spherical balls have a

diameter of 6 mm. The normal load was 5 N and the sliding speed was 3 cm/s.

Experiments were conducted in ambient conditions where the relative

humidity was 75%. The Raman spectra on the surface, wear track and ball

scar were recorded in back scattering geometry using 514.5 nm line of an Ar-

ion laser of a micro-Raman spectrometer. XPS (PHI 1600) with

monochromatic Al  radiation at 1486.74 eV was used to analyze the
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chemical characteristic of DLC coating, wear debris and ball scars.

Spectrometer was attached with a monochromatic X-ray source having an

energy resolution of 0.6 eV. Before the measurements, the XPS instrument

was calibrated in accordance with prescribed ISO standard.

DNW films were deposited on silicon (100) substrates in N2

(94%)/CH4 (6%) plasma by MPECVD (6” IPLAS-CYRANNUS) system,

with a microwave power and frequency of 1200 W and 2.45 GHz,

respectively. During the deposition, the chamber pressure was kept at 70 mbar

and total flow rate of gases was maintained at 100 sccm. An external heater

was used to heat the substrate to a temperature of 700 C. The substrate

temperature was measured using a thermocouple (K-type) embedded in the

stainless steel substrate holder. Before the deposition of DNW film, the

silicon substrates were ultrasonicated in a methanol solution containing

nanodiamond (30 nm) and titanium powders (325 mesh) for 45 min to create

nucleation sites. After the deposition of the DNW, the films was post treated

by pure oxygen plasma for 3 and 10 min at a pressure of 7 mbar with a

microwave power of 600 W.

The topography and film roughness were measured by an AFM

(Park XE-100) in non contact mode. Morphological characterization of the

films was carried out using a FESEM (JEOL 6500). The bonding structure of

the films was characterized by Raman spectroscopy (Lab Raman HR800,

Jobin Yvon) carried out at an incident wavelength of 632.8 nm. The Auger

electron energy distribution was measured with a single pass varian

Cylindrical Mirror Analyzer (CMA) having an integral electron gun and a

continuous dynode electron multiplier connected for pulse counting detection.

The primary beam energy ranged between 1200 and 1500 eV, giving an

energy resolution near to 1 eV at the carbon Auger peak energy. The electron

beam current at the target was kept low at approximately 50 nA with a beam
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diameter less than 0.5 mm. This was needed to minimize charging and

possible surface damage. The typical value of maximum count rate was 2×104

counts/eV that was accumulated over 5 s to maximize the Auger peak

interaction. The Auger spectra from standard materials were used to calibrate

the spectrometer and to check the efficiency of the analytical technique. The

infrared absorbance spectra with 4 cm 1 resolution were obtained at normal

incidence in an evacuated chamber of an IFS 66 V FTIR spectrometer (Bruker

Optics). A KBr beam-splitter and a DTGS detector with KBr window were

used to follow the frequency range 400–5000 cm 1. This may be noted that

the micro FTIR spectra were obtained from the surface of the DNW and O2

plasma treated DNW film for a period of 10 minutes. Spectra from the wear

track in corresponding DNW films were also obtained to investigate

difference in surface chemistry.

Contact angles (CA) on the surface of the film and inside the wear

track were measured by sessile drop method with a Kruss EasyDrop contact

angle instrument (EasyDrop DSA 100). The volume of the water droplets was

1 L. These measurements were carried out at room temperature and

atmospheric pressure with a relative humidity of 50%. Standard deviations

of the CA measurements were typically ± 2 . Friction and wear behavior of

films were measured by ball-on-disk tribometer (CSM, Switzerland)

operating in a linear reciprocating mode. The Al2O3 ball with 6 mm diameter

was used as a sliding couterbody against the test specimen. The normal load

and sliding speeds were kept constant at 10 N and 3 cm/s, respectively. A

stroke length of 3 mm was used during each experiment. The tests were

carried out in ambient (dry and unlubricated) conditions with relative

humidity of 72 %. In- situ wear depth was measured by a LVDT sensor

coupled to this tribometer. Measurements were repeated five times on each

sample and data was found to be reproducible.
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5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.3.1 Surface topography and FTIR analysis of DLC film

Surface topography of the DLC coating was analyzed by AFM. It is

shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 AFM image of the DLC coating

In this topography, the clusters with sp3 bonding are well

distrubuted. RMS surface roughness of the coating is ~30±2 nm. The

diamond-like carbon films are usually described as an amorphous carbon

network having small sp2 carbon clusters (distorted graphitic rings) bonded by

sp3 bonds (Pandey et al 2012, Tang et al 2010, Apatiga et al 2003). Thus, it is

expected that the FTIR study of DLC films prepared by the magnetron

sputtering should exhibit interesting features. The spectrum indicates the

presence of sp2 and sp3 bonded carbons as shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 FTIR analysis on the DLC coating

In this context, the peak at 2916 cm 1 appears due to sp3CH2

bonding or sp3CH symmetric modes. Small peak at 2839 cm 1 is assigned as

sp3CH2 olefinic group or sp3CH2 bonding. Further, the peaks at 1465 and

1090 cm 1 correspond to C=C aromatic stretching and O–CH3 deformation

mode, respectively (Apatiga et al 2003, Erdemir and Donnet 2006). In

addition, peaks at 1223 and 890 cm 1 are assigned to the bending of sp3

hybridized of (C–H) bond which indicates the formation of hydrogenated sp3

hybridized carbon in the DLC films.

Peak at 773 cm 1 is attributed to the out of plane bending vibration

of graphite like carbon (Erdemir and Donnet 2006). A broad band at 1624

cm 1 is assigned to sp2 hybridized (C=C) bonding. Another broad signal

around 1740 cm 1 is attributed to the presence of carbonyl group (C=O).

Further, spectra show sharp peaks around 2375 cm 1 which corresponds to

C=O group occurring due to interaction of atmospheric CO2. In addition, a

broad absorption band between 3700 cm 1 and 3000 cm 1 appears due to OH

group (Pandey et al 2012, Apatiga et al 2003). This group is caused by the
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adsorption of water molecules in the hydrogenated DLC film. The shoulder

around 3500 cm 1 is ascribed to O–H groups arising due to adsorption of

atmospheric moisture. The FTIR analysis confirms that the DLC coating is

hydrogenated and contains sp3 matrix bonded with sp2 carbon. Moreover,

carboxylic and hydroxylic groups are present in the coating as impurities

arising from deposition process and atmospheric contamination.

5.4 TRIBOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF DLC FILM

It is clearly shown that friction coefficient does not deviate much

while it slides against steel, Al2O3 and SiC balls. The results are shown in

Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3 Tribological properties of hydrogenated DLC film sliding
against (a) steel (b) SiC and (c) Al2O3 balls

However, there are significant changes in these values during initial

sliding passes. But the trend of friction coefficient is similar in all the sliding

pairs such as DLC/steel, DLC/Al2O3 and DLC/SiC. However, during initial

sliding passes, the magnitude of friction coefficient is high in DLC/Al2O3 and

DLC/SiC ball as compared to the DLC/steel sliding pair. To understand the
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friction mechanism in these sliding pairs, two different approaches are

considered. Firstly, the micro- mechanical aspect may govern the friction

behavior. Secondly, surface micro- chemistry changes among sliding pairs is

important to consider for explaining such friction behavior. Above two

approaches, were used to explain friction behavior while sliding with various

counterbodies.

Firstly, during initial sliding cycles, the increase in friction

coefficient in the sliding system of DLC/Al2O3, DLC/SiC and DLC/steel is

governed by the surface roughness of the ball. In this case, the surface

asperities of ball and DLC’s rough surface asperities mechanically interlock

resisting for sliding (Erdemir and Donnet 2006). Therefore, friction

mechanism during initial sliding cycles is governed by mechanical

interlocking between surface asperities. In this region, it is noticed that at the

outset friction coefficient increases and then it gradually decreases. The

increase in friction coefficient is ascribed to deformation of asperities across

sliding interface. The contact area of the sliding interfaces increase when the

asperities deform. Therefore, larger contact area with asperities appears that

causes to decrease in contact stress. In this case, friction coefficient decreases due

to plastic deformation of surface asperities. This means that smooth sliding

surfaces appear which are mechanically polished during the course of sliding.

In DLC/Al2O3 and DLC/SiC sliding systems, initially the

magnitude of friction coefficient is high compared to DLC/steel sliding pair.

This could be explained by two reasons. Firstly, harder surface asperities

present on Al2O3 and SiC balls due to high hardness of 22 GPa and 18 GPa,

respectively. However, hardness of steel ball is only 2.8 GPa, which deforms

quite easily compared to harder Al2O3 and SiC balls (Sharma et al 2012). It

means that hardness of the asperities present on Al2O3 and SiC balls are high

which has high resistance for plastic deformation. It takes longer sliding
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distance to get smoothened. This behavior is translated into high sliding

resistance yielding high friction coefficient. Secondly, chemical reactivity of

Al2O3 and SiC balls are less which does not have much ability to passivate the

dangling bonds. These dangling bonds have covalent and ionic chemical

bonds that cause to increase in friction coefficient. In contrast, steel ball is

chemically active and it can easily form metal oxide scales which passivate

the dangling bonds, hence low friction coefficient (Konicek et al 2008). The

magnitude of surface roughness is more or less similar for all the three balls.

It is 0.06, 0.04 and 0.05 µm in steel, Al2O3 and SiC balls, respectively. In

view of this, the influence of roughness on the friction behavior is similar for

all the balls. For the longer sliding distances, it is observed that the values of

friction coefficients in all the three sliding systems are nearly similar.

5.4.1 Raman spectra of the Film surface, Wear track and Ball scars

To explain the friction mechanism, the Raman spectra on the DLC

wear track (Figure 5.4) and ball scars (Figure 5.5) were recorded and

compared with the spectra obtained from the virgin DLC.

Figure 5.4 Raman spectra of DLC film surface and inside the wear
track formed using (a) steel (b) SiC and (c) Al2O3 balls
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On the virgin surface of DLC, the peak at 1378 cm–1, designated as

D band, represents zone-edge A1g mode appears due to the disorder which

involves phonons near the K zone boundary (Ferrari et al 1999). The G peak

represents stretching of all the pairs of sp2 atoms centered on 1544 cm–1 that

correspond to sp2 network. These peaks are found to present on the wear track

inscribed while sliding against various counterbodies.

Figure 5.5 Raman spectra on the ball scars of (a) steel (b) SiC and (c)
Al2O3 balls

However, D and G bands shift to lower and higher wavenumbers,

respectively. The shift of the wavenumber corresponds to strain which arises

due to sliding (Ferrari et al 1999, Ferrari and Robertson 2001). The chemical

nature of the carbon present in the wear track is identified as a-C. The

conversion of diamond like to a-C occurs by tribochemical reaction during the

sliding.

In addition, the Raman spectra obtained from the ball scars also

show typical features of amorphous like carbon (Figure 5.5). In this case, the

peaks are broader and shifted to lower wavenumbers. This could be related to
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strain due to disorder in a-C network. From this analysis, it is confirmed that

DLC wear tracks and ball scars are constituted by a-C. This means formation

of transferlayer and sliding exhibited between a-C/a-C layers (Gayathri et al

2012). In this condition, the friction mechanism is governed by sliding

between a-C layers.

However, the chemical features of balls contacting with DLC are

absent. This is the reason that the friction coefficient in all the three sliding

systems is more or less similar because the chemical nature of the sliding

systems is similar at sliding interfaces. Therefore, it is confirmed that in the

initial sliding passes the friction mechanism is dominated by surface

roughness of the ball. When the roughness disappears due to the surface

smoothening, the carbonaceous transferlayer is developed on the ball and the

ensuing friction mechanism persists through a-C/a-C sliding layers. To

investigate the transferlayer formation on the ball scar, the Raman spectra was

obtained after a sliding distance of 8 m. It is shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6 Raman spectra on steel ball scar and DLC wear track
obtained at sliding distance of 8 m
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The purpose of this particular experiment was to determine the

formation of transferlayer and the alteration of value of friction coefficient

that normally depends on surface roughness. Interestingly, on the ball scar,

the typical feature of DLC or a-C related peaks were absent (Figure 5.6).

However, on the DLC wear track, the G peak becomes intense as compared to

virgin DLC surface. In addition, D peak is broadened. This behavior

corresponds to sliding induced graphitization of DLC wear track. Here, it is

confirmed that the initial friction mechanism does not depend on transferlayer

formation. The transferlayer develops after lapse of longer sliding distance

when sliding surfaces get smoothened.

5.4.2 XPS Analysis of Wear Debris

To understand the detail chemical nature of the transferlayer and

wear debris, the XPS measurements were carried out. The results are shown

in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7 XPS measurements on (a) DLC coating (b) wear debris
formed with steel ball and (c) steel ball scar
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The spectral background was subtracted using Shirley’s method

(Janos 2004). Moreover, the data were fitted with Lorentian peaks with

binding energies located at 284.5, 285.3, 289.9 eV corresponding to sp2C=C,

sp3C–C and HO–C=O bonds, respectively (Yue et al 1999, Paik 2005). This is

shown in Figure 5.7(a). However, spectra were modified for wear debris

formed due to sliding of DLC coating with steel as shown in Figure 5.7(b).

It shows that in wear debris, the sp2C=C increases and sp3C–C

fraction decreases as compared to DLC virgin surface. The result is shown in

Figure 5.7(a). The increase in sp2C=C fraction is attributed to tribochemically

induced graphitization. Further, the shifts of sp2C=C and sp3C–C peaks to

higher binding energies are observed. These shifts are associated with the

surface charging of wear debris due to oxidation. Two other peaks were

observed at binding energies 288.6 and 294 eV corresponding to highly

charged C=O bonding. These peaks originated from tribochemical reaction in

ambient atmosphere. In addition, XPS measurement on the steel ball scar

showed three peaks centered at 283.3, 284.7 and 289.2 eV, corresponding to

sp1C=C, sp2C–C and C=O bondings, respectively. This is presented in Figure

5.7(c). The peak of sp3C–C is found to be absent on the ball scars. Here, it can be

conclude that chemical nature of carbon bonding in the wear track of DLC coating,

wear debris and ball scars is different from such other and it is essentially linked to

the tribochemical reactions.

5.5 TRIBOLOGY OF NANOCRYSTALLINE DNW FILMS

5.5.1 Morphology and Surface Topography of the Films

The top-view FESEM micrographs of as-deposited and O2 plasma

treated DNW films are shown in Figure 5.8. It can be observed that as-

deposited DNW film possesses highly dense and uniformly distributed wire-
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like granular morphology as presented in Figure 5.8(a). These wires are

composed of several UNCD grains. The boundary of this wire consists of

chemical impurities like a-C and sp2C-C bonded constituents. The thickness

of the graphitic shield varies from a few atomic layers to more than 5 nm

(Vlasov et al 2007). Tilting of a single nanowire around its long axis reveals

that the shape and the diameter always remain unaltered. This confirms to

cylindrical shape of the nanowire and the presence of coated graphitic sheath.

However, after the O2 plasma treatment for 3 and 10 minutes, the wire-like

features collapsed as shown in Figure 5.8(b) and (c). The transition in

structure and morphology of the as-deposited DNW film occurs due to O2

plasma treatment. This process removes sp2C-C bonded carbon from the

sheath of DNW. When this sheath is etched out, the wire collapses.

Figure 5.8 Morphology of (a) as-deposited DNW film and O2 plasma
treatment at (b) 3 minutes and (c) 10 minutes.

In the inset of these images, the cross section of the film shows

significant decline in thickness of film upon O2 plasma exposure. This
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happens due to etching of sp2C-C sites from the sp3C-C bonded crystals. This

process further densifies the film morphology. In AFM image, the surface

topography of the film is shown (Figure 5.9). In Figure 5.9(a), the DNWs are

clearly seen in which several nanograins are encapsulated. However, after the

O2 plasma treatment, the wire- like morphology collapses as shown in Figure

5.9(b) and (c). The surface roughness of as-deposited DNW film is 6.5 nm

which increases to 12 nm upon exposure to O2 plasma for 3 minutes. The

results are shown in Figure 5.9(a) and (b), respectively. However, surface

roughness decreases to ~7 nm in O2 plasma treated film for 10 minutes as

shown in Figure 5.9(c).

Figure 5.9 AFM topography of (a) as-deposited DNW film and O2
plasma treatment at (b) 3 minutes and (c) 10 minute
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5.5.2 Raman Spectroscopy

Figure 5.10 shows the Raman spectra recorded at 632.8 nm on as-

deposited and O2 plasma treated DNW films. Gaussian fits were used to study

these parameters. In the fitting the Gaussian line was justified because this

shape is expected for a random distribution of phonon lifetimes in disorder

materials (Casiraghi et al 2005, Ferrari and Robertson 2001). Typical UNCD

Raman spectral features can be seen in all these samples. These consist of six

distinctive peaks shown in Figure 5.10(a) and Figure 5.10(b). However, only

five peaks are observed in Figure 5.10(c). Peak assigned as 1 (1116–1142

cm–1),  2 (1165–1177 cm–1) and 3 (1486–1505 cm–1) originated from C–H

bending and C–C stretching Raman modes of trans-polyacetylene (t-PA or

poly-CHx). The t-PA is an alternate chain of sp2C-C carbon atoms in which

single hydrogen is bonded to each carbon atom. This occurs in the grain

boundary of UNCD crystallites. After the O2 plasma treatment, the 3 peak

shifts to higher wavenumber. This behavior is associated with bond disorder

in C–H and C–C of t-PA Raman modes. The 3 peak corresponding to C–C

bond disorder is absent in Figure 5.10(c) due to excessive oxygenation.

Furthermore, the pair of peaks assigned as D (1326–1330 cm–1) and G (1562–

1571 cm–1) bands correspond to sp2C-C bonded carbon.

The G band has E2g symmetry which appears due to bond-

stretching vibration of a pair of sp2C-C sites in the form of olefinic chains or

aromatic rings. Further, D band is A1g breathing mode of a sixfold aromatic

ring which is activated by disorder. This band is shifted to higher

wavenumebr after the O2 plasma exposure leading to increase in sp3C-C

bonded fraction. Consequently, the results show that the plasma etching

treatment leads to the shift of D and G bands towards lower wave numbers

and a decrease in I(D)/I(G) ratio (Casiraghi et al 2005, Ferrari et al 1999). The

width of the G peak FWHM characterizes bond length as well as bond angle
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distortion. In Figure 5.10(a), FWHM of G peak is low which gets slightly

broadened after O2 plasma treatment as shown in Figure 5.10(b) and Figure

5.10(c). This indicates that the graphitic clusters become smaller in size and

get more disordered (Arenal et al 2008). As a result of this, the sp3C-C/sp2C-C

ratio increased after the O2 plasma treatment. This means that O ions

generated by O2 plasma leads to increase in sp3C-C fraction consisting of

sp3C–H group on the surface. In addition to these features, the G* (1603–

1620 cm–1) peak corresponds to in-plane clusters of nanocrystalline graphite.

Broadening of this peak consistently increases after the O2 plasma treatment.

Figure 5.10 Raman spectra of (a) as-deposited DNW film and O2 plasma
treatment at (b) 3 minutes and (c) 10 minutes.

 This behavior is associated with the disorder in nanocrystalline

graphite that occurs upon O2 plasma exposure. The atomic concentration of

nitrogen incorporated into the films is much less even with N2 addition to an

extent of 20% to the plasma gas. Therefore, the vibration frequencies of these
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systems are expected to be close to those of the pure carbon ones i.e., 1300–

1600 cm 1 for aromatic sp2C-C rings and 1500–1600 cm 1 for olefinic chains.

Thus, in the region 1300–1600 cm 1, there is no particular signal that could be

distinguished from these modes compared with those belonging to carbon

structures. Therefore, it is reasonable to ignore formation of C–N and N–N

type of modes in the present study (Arenal et al 2008).

5.5.3 Auger Electron Spectroscopy

AES is a surface analytical technique used to determine the

chemical bonding state (Gutiérrez et al 1997, Sharda et al 1998). In Figure

5.11(a), the AES spectra show the as-deposited DNW film containing high

fraction of sp2C-C bonding state. After O2 plasma treatment, the shape and

intensity of the peak changes and it clearly shows that peak related to sp2C-C

i.e., G band is reduced and broadened as shown in Figure 5.11(a) and (b).

This indicates reduction in sp2C-C bonding state upon O2 plasmas exposure.

However, intensity of (b1) peak, corresponding to D band increases in oxygen

plasma treated film. The peak (c1) i.e., G band has a lower kinetic energy

position than one observed for as- deposited DNW film. It is well

corroborated by the Raman spectra. Feature (a1) is assigned to self-

convolution of occupied  states in the valence band of sp2C-C atoms.

Subsequently, intensity of this band decreases as shown in the Figure 5.11(b)

and (c). The presence of feature (a1) induces a broadening of the Auger main

peak ao.

This increases with the sp2C-C content (Gutiérrez et al 1997,

Sharda et al 1998). The width of ao peak corresponds to amount of  bonding

present in the film. Another important aspect of the spectra is the relative

intensities of the maxima in the dN(E)/dE plot marked as G and D near the

main ao peak (Sharda et al 1998). The intensity of D band is higher relative to
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G band and the ratio of I(D)/I(G) is 1.8, 1.2 and 0.8 in Figure 5.11(a-c),

respectively. This indicates that after the O2 plasma treatment, the sp2C-C fraction

is decreased. This is in agreement with the SEM image and Raman spectra.

Figure 5.11 Carbon KLL Auger spectra in (a) as-deposited DNW film
and O2 plasma treatment at (b) 3 minutes and (c) 10 minutes

Furthermore, the characteristic plasmon loss features, (d1) and (e1)

are also found to be present. The intensity of plasmon peak is high in O2

plasma treated film. Thus the main Auger (KV1V1) transition ao peak is

located at 275 eV in these films. The same peak in natural diamond occurs at

268 eV. The observed shift is related to charging of the film. It is noted that

the prominent features of the Auger line shape of diamond (D and G) are very

sensitive to the surface states. Therefore, changes suggest a surface

reconstruction resulting in formation of localized sp2C-C bonding (Sharda et

al 1998). Hence, the Auger peak shape is a characteristic of the diamond

lattice where oxygen plasma causes dangling bond formation and

subsequently carbon carbon interaction leading to sp3C-C characteristics.
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5.5.4 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

The XPS studies were carried out on as-deposited and O2 treated

DNW films as shown in Figure 5.5. In as-deposited DNW film as shown in

Figure 5.12(a), the C1s peak is observed at 285.02 eV which is shifted by 1.32 and

3.17 eV towards higher binding energy after O2 plasma treatment for 3 and 10

minutes, respectively. These are shown in Figure 5.12(b) and Figure 5.12(c),

respectively.

Figure 5.12 XPS of C1s spectra of (a) as-deposited DNW film and O2
plasma treatment at (b) 3 minutes and (c) 10 minutes.

Similarly, O1s peak is observed at 532.7 eV in pristine DNW film

as presented in Figure 5.13(a) which is shifted to 0.4 and 2.1 eV after the O2

plasma treatment for 3 and 10 minutes, respectively (Ma et al 2006, Janos

2004, Li et al 2011). These are shown in Figure 5.13(b) and Figure 5.13(c),

respectively. The intensity of O1s peak for as-deposited DNW film is low and

this is associated with adsorption of oxygen from the ambient atmosphere in

the form of surface impurities.
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However, the intensity of the peak increases with O2 plasma

treatment time. This happens due to adsorption of oxygen in the film. The

shift of the peaks is related to surface charging due to oxidation of DNW film.

It involves generation of electron trapping centers in these films. Trapping of

charges in the defect states is a possible reason for enhanced surface charging.

Hence, C1s and O1s peaks shift to higher binding energy (Joseph et al 2008).

This is also evident from AES results as shown in Figure 5.11. In addition, the

O2 plasma treatment produces defect complexes such as carbon clusters,

vacancies and dimers. These defect complexes act as electron trapping sites

that further enhances surface charging leading to shift of the C1s and O1s

peaks to higher binding energy.

Figure 5.13 XPS of O1s spectra of (a) as-deposited DNW film and O2
plasma treatment at (b) 3 minutes and (c) 10 minutes.

5.5.5 FTIR Studies on Virgin DNW Film Surface

Investigation of functional bonding state on the surface is one of the

important aspects to describe the surface energy. In this aspect, O2 plasma
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treated diamond film showed an enhanced band at 1774 cm–1 which

corresponds to C=O group. Several bands in the region 1363–1017 cm–1 are

assigned to the C–O–C stretching vibration (Figure 5.14).

Figure 5.14 FTIR spectra of (a) as-deposited DNW film and O2 plasma
treatment at (b) 3 minutes and (c) 10 minutes.

The presence of these functional groups indicates oxidation of film

during the O2 plasma exposure. These bands are rather weak in as-deposited

DNW film as shown in Figure 5.14(a). In contrast, these bands become

stronger after O2 plasma exposure as given in Figure 5.14(a) and (b). The

peak appearing at 1640 cm–1 is due to physically adsorbed molecular water.

This indicates that O2 atoms react with H2 to form H2O molecules (Pandey et al

2012, Tang et al 2010, Apatiga et al 2010). Oxygen basically occupies the grain

boundaries of the diamond crystallites.

Further, diamond crystallites contain sp3C-C hybridized bonding

state. However, sp2C-C and a-C occupies grain boundaries. Oxygenated
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plasma predominantly affects the grain boundaries since existence of dangling

bond density in this region is rather high. Moreover, several absorption bands

are observed in the spectral range 2800–3100 cm–1 which arises from C–H

stretching vibrations. It suggests that hydrogenation of diamond film occurs

during the synthesis. In this respect, two prominent peaks present at 2930 and

2852 cm–1, are assigned to the stretching vibration of C–H bond specific to

hydrogenated diamond. These peaks belong to symmetric and anti-symmetric

stretching vibrations of sp3CH3 and sp2CH2, respectively. The diamond

crystallites contain sp3C-C hybridized carbon atoms and grain boundaries are

occupied by both sp3C-C and sp2C-C hybridized carbon atoms. The C–H

vibrational frequencies are assigned according to the carbon hybridization

(sp3, sp2 or sp1) and group (C–H3, C–H2 or C–H). Thus, the C–H stretching

frequency depends weakly on the arrangement of more distant neighbors.

This suggests that the hydrogen was incorporated into non-crystalline or

defective regions of the film. Oxygenation occurs easily in the grain

boundaries since more dangling bonds exist (Apatiga et al 2010).

      Further, the peak at 1465 and 1090 cm 1 corresponds to C=C aromatic

stretching and O–CH3 deformation mode, respectively (Pandey et al 2012,

Tang et al 2010). In addition, peaks at 1223 and 890 cm 1 are assigned to the

bending of sp3C-C hybridized C–H bond which indicates formation of

hydrogenated sp3C-C carbon. Peak at 773 cm 1 is attributed to the out of

plane bending vibration of graphite like carbon (Tang et al 2010). A broad

band at 1624 cm 1 is assigned to sp2C-C hybridized (C=C) bonding. The

shoulder around 3500 cm 1 is ascribed to O–H groups arising from interaction

with atmospheric moisture. Other two peaks at 3680 and 3772 cm 1,

correspond to symmetric and antisymmetric vibration mode of H2O

molecules, respectively. The symmetric vibration mode present at 3680 cm 1

is absent in as-deposited DNW film. However, intensity of these peaks
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increase with O2 plasma treatment time. High adsorption of H2O molecules is

favorable due to high surface energy of O2 plasma treated film.

5.5.6 FTIR Studies in Wear Track of DNW Film

The micro FTIR spectra were obtained from the wear track

inscribed in as-deposited and 10 minutes O2 plasma exposed DNW film. The

results are shown in the Figure 5.15(a) and Figure 5.15(b). From different

location of each wear track, 30 FTIR spectra were obtained. The nature of

spectra (shape, size and intensity) obtained from each wear track was more or

less similar. In this respect, three representative spectra from the each track

are plotted. Spectra from wear track of plasma exposed DNW film, as-

deposited film and virgin surface possess distinctive features (Figure 5.14).

Wear track of both as-deposited and plasma exposed DNW films yielded

enhanced spectral intensities. The O2 plasma treated DNW film shows an

intense band at 1772 cm–1 which corresponds to C=O group. Several bands in

the region 1400–1000 cm–1, assigned to the C–O–C stretching vibration

(Pandey et al 2012, Tang et al 2010) indicated that the diamond film is prone

to surface oxidation in wear tracks. This is shown in Figure 5.8(b).

Figure 5.15 FTIR spectra in the wear track of (a) as-deposited DNW
and (b) O2 plasma treated DNW film for 10 minutes
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High oxidation is caused by the presence of more C=O and C–O–C

group in the O2 plasma treated DNW film as shown in Figure 5.14. The

oxidation process is activated by the tribochemical reaction in the presence of

atmospheric oxygen. These bands are rather weak on the surface of as-

deposited DNW film and wear track of as-deposited DNW film. The results

are shown in Figure 5.114(a) and Figure 5.15(a), respectively. The peak at

1640 cm–1 becomes more intense in the wear track of O2 plasma treated DNW

film due to physisorption of molecular H2O (Apatiga et al 2003). Such a high

adsorption of H2O molecules occurs due to increase in dangling bond density

in wear track. Further, the intensity of spectra in range 2800–3100 cm–1, in the

wear track increases. This arises from C–H stretching vibrations (Tang et al

2010, Apatiga et al 2003). The increase in intensity of C–H vibration is

caused by tribochemical reaction with hydrogen molecules present in ambient

atmosphere and carbon in the DNW film.

Moreover, the intensity of spectra present at 2930 and 2852 cm–1

corresponding to sp3CH3 and sp2CH2 groups increase in the wear track formed

in both the samples (Figure 7). The intensification of these bands is rather

strong in the wear track of O2 plasma treated DNW film. The peaks around

1410–1465 and 1050–1100 cm 1 correspond to C=C aromatic stretching and

O–CH3 deformation mode, respectively (Pandey et al 2012, Tang et al 2010).

In addition, the intensity of peak at 1223 and 890 cm 1 assigned to the

bending of sp3C-C also increases. Increase in intensity of peak at 3525 cm 1 is

ascribed to O–H groups formed by tribochemical reaction with atmospheric

moisture. Other two peaks at 3560 and 3628 cm 1 correspond to symmetric

and antisymmetric vibration modes of H2O molecules. The symmetric

vibration mode present at 3680 cm 1 is absent in DNW film surface.

However, intensity of these peaks increase in the wear track of O2 plasma

treated sample. High adsorption of H2O molecules is favorable due to high

surface energy of O2 plasma treated film.
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5.5.7 Contact Angle Measurements

To investigate the role of surface energy in tribo chemical

interactions, the CA was measured by sessile drop method using distilled

water. Image analysis method was used to calculate CA from the shape of the

droplet. On the as-deposited DNW surface the CA is 152o and it represents

superhydrophobic behavior as shown in Figure 5.16(a). However, after the O2

plasma treatment of DNW film, the film surface becomes superhydrophilic

with CA 36.5o and 16o as shown in Figure 5.16(b) and Figure 5.16(c),

respectively. It was observed that the superhydrophobic property of DNW

film persist even after H2 plasma treatment (Sankaran et al 2013). However,

O2 plasma treated DNW film shows transition to superhydrophilic behavior.

The enhancement of the hydrophobic properties of diamond in hydrogenation

is associated with adsorption processes on the surface. As a result of hydrogen

chemisorption, the dangling carbon bonds are saturated to form C H bonds,

leading to a weaker film-water interaction (hydrophobic behavior)

(Ostrovskaya et al 2007, Ostrovskaya et al 2005, Azevedo et al 2009).

Figure 5.16 Contact angle of (a) as-deposited DNW film and O2 plasma
treatment at (b) 3 minutes and (c) 10 minutes.
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The surface dipole moment is reduced due to the formation of a

dipole layer initiated by heteropolar C H+ bonds. This, in turn, weakens the

interaction between polar water molecules and the film surface. Under

oxygenation, the surface is made more reactive due to the formation of

oxygen containing functional groups serving as active centers for water

wetting. The replacement of nonpolar C H bonds by polar C O bonds

transforms the surface to hydrophilic one. This means that the high

concentration of carbon– oxygen sites is generated after O2 plasma treatment.

This is clearly shown in FTIR and XPS results. Origin to increase the surface

energy is related to increase in electron centers that are dangling bonds due to

O2 plasma treatment of the films. It is seen from XPS and AES analysis that

surface charging is increases due to O2 plasma treatment that causes to

increase chemically reactive centers. The O2 plasma treatment is related to the

increase in dangling bonds from sp3C-C sites desorbed at the carbon network

of the surface. The weakly bonded sp2C-C carbon atoms at grain boundaries

are removed by oxygen atoms during the oxidation.

However, it is an analytically established that the graphitic content

is high in as-deposited DNW film that points to the absence of surface

reaction centers implying absence of dangling bonds on the surface. This is

responsible for low wettability of as-deposited DNW film. A comparison

among these data shows that depending on the chemical state of the surface,

the film can assume either hydrophobic or hydrophilic (Ostrovskaya et al

2007, Azevedo et al 2009). The surface roughness of the films was measured

over an area of 2 µm × 2 µm. The rms roughness of the as-deposited DNW

film is 22±1.8 nm which slightly decreases to 20±1.3 nm and 18±1.6 nm after

the O2 plasma treatment for 3 and 10 minutes, respectively. These values are

comparable to rms roughness of the film obtained after the H2 plasma

treatment of as-deposited DNW film (Sankaran et al 2013). This indicates that

the roughness of the diamond films remained almost unaffected under H2 and
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O2 plasma treatments. On account of these facts, the effect of surface

roughness on wettability behavior of the films is ignored. However, plasma

surface treatment and plasma (H2 and O2) strongly modifies the chemical and

bonding nature of the surface. In the right side of the Figure 5.16, the

corresponding CA inside the wear track is shown. It is clearly shows that the

CA in the wear track consistently decreases in as-deposited and O2 plasma

treated DNW films. This means surface energy within the wear track is high

compared to the surface of the film. Such an increase in surface energy in

wear track is related to tribo induced changes in chemical state.

It is understood that wear track is mechanically deformed and this

leads to an increase in defect complexes. These defect complexes cause

increase in dangling bonds that leads to increase in chemical reactivity. These

dangling bonds are passivated by C=O, C–O–C and H2O functional groups

and molecules as clearly seen from FTIR analysis of wear tracks. The results

are shown in Figure. 5.15(a) and (b), respectively. Thus, the decrease in CA

and superhydrophilic behavior is supported by the presence of these

functional groups and molecules in the wear track.

5.6 TRIBOLOGICAL MECHANISM

In this section, tribological properties of as-deposited and O2

plasma treated DNW films are discussed on the basis of microstructure and

surface chemistry. The value of friction coefficient is high ~0.17 in as-

deposited DNW film as shown in Figure 5.17(a). However, after the O2

plasma treatment of DNW film, this value significantly decreases to ~0.06

and ~0.002 as shown in Figure 5.17(b) and Figure 5.17(c), respectively. This

behavior of friction coefficient is measured in earlier work on H2 plasma

treated DNW film while using mN loading range (Sankaran et al 2013). The

as-deposited DNW film shows friction coefficient in the range 0.2–0.28 while
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using loading conditions in mN loading regime. However, this value was

consistently decreased to near frictionless one after the H2 plasma exposure.

Figure 5.17 Tribological properties of (a) as-deposited DNW film and O2
plasma treatment at (b) 3 minutes and (c) 10 minutes.

This was explained by surface passivation of dangling bonds with

formation of C-H bonding state. However, in present work, extremely high

wear resistance with low friction coefficient could be observed in O2 plasma

treated film at moderately high loading condition. In this context, insitu

penetration depth measured by LVDT sensor is shown in Figure 5.18. In as-

deposited DNW film (Figure 5.18(a)), the depth is higher compared to O2

plasma treated film as shown in Figure 5.18(b) and Figure 5.18(c). Such a

stable and steady friction curve indicates negligible deformation during the

tribo- test. Moreover, depth profile of wear track after the tribo- test is shown

in inset of Figure 5.18. The penetration depth in as-deposited DNW film is

~200 nm as shown in curve (a) in inset of Figure 5.18. However, after the
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plasma treatment, the depth profile decreases to ~150 and ~80 nm as shown in

inset of curves (b) and (c), respectively. Such reduced wear depth is obtained

even after the 1 km sliding distance at 10 N loads.

Figure 5.18 Insitu depth profiles of (a) as-deposited DNW film and O2
plasma treatment at (b) 3 minutes and (c) 10 minutes.

This behavior shows extremely high wear resistance of the films.

This is described by calculating the wear rate. It is calculated by considering

the wear track width and depth as given in the inset of Figure 5.18 to compute

wear volume and subsequently wear rate according to relationship given in

Equation (2.12). The relationship of friction coefficient and wear rate is

presented in Figure 5.19. Results show decrease in wear rate with decreasing

friction coefficient. In this figure, data points (a), (b) and (c) represent as-

deposited, O2 plasma treated DNW film at 3 and 10 minutes, respectively. It

is exceedingly low in 10 minutes O2 plasma treated film.
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5.6.1 Raman Imaging of Wear Tracks

To investigate such a high wear resistance and relation with

chemical behavior of wear track, the micro Raman imaging was carried out

on as-deposited and 10 minutes O2 plasma treated DNW films.

Figure 5.19 Relationship of friction coefficient vs wear rate of as-
deposited and O2 plasma treated DNW for 3 and 10 minutes

These are shown in Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21, respectively. In

both the wear tracks, the spectral features associated with DNW are present.

All the peaks such as 1, 2, 3, D, G and G* are clearly observed. However, in

both the wear tracks, peak shape and intensity differ as compared to film

surface. This change is related to chemical changes in the wear track. In

addition, peaks centered at 943 and 978 cm–1 (marked as a symbol in Figure

5.20) correspond to –Al2O3 (Misra et al 2001, Otto et al 1989). The genesis

of this peak is related to wear of the Al2O3 ball. These peaks are not observed

in Figure 5.21. This means absence of wear particles from the Al2O3 ball due

to low value of friction coefficient. The Raman intensity of peak on the edge

of wear track in as-deposited DNW film is high as shown in Figure 5.20(a).
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The spectral location corresponds to less deformed region. However, in this

region, Al2O3 peaks are observed due to wear debris which accumulates on

the edge of the wear track during the sliding. The intensity of the Raman

peaks decreases inside the track as clearly seen in Figure 5.20(b) and at centre

of the track Figure 5.20(c).

Figure 5.20 Raman imaging of (a) as-deposited DNW film.

Figure 5.21 Raman imaging of O2 plasma treated DNW film for 10
minutes
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The weak intensity corresponds to deformed region of the track.

Consequently, O2 plasma treated DNW film shows no significant difference

in peak intensity and shape of the Raman spectra acquired from wear track

(Figure 5.20). The intensity is slightly increased on the edge of the track

compared to the central region. These are presented in Figure 5.21(a) and (b),

respectively. Overall, high chemical stability of wear track in O2 plasma

treated film explains extremely high wear resistance. This analysis clearly

states that the stability of the nanostructured diamond feature in wear tracks is

preserved while sliding even up to 1 km at 10 N load.

In as-deposited DNW film, the friction coefficient is mainly

associated with large fraction of lubricated sp2C-C bonded graphitic phases

that exist in the grain boundaries of the DNW sheath. In this particular film,

the friction coefficient is related to low surface energy which is evident by

high contact angle 152o and hence possesses hydrophobic nature. The

capability to adsorb C–O–C, C=O, O–H and H2O molecules is low because of

low surface energy of as-deposited DNW film. It is evident by FTIR analysis

of the surface and corresponding wear tracks of as-deposited DNW film. The

results are shown in Figure 5.14(a) and Figure 5.15(a), respectively.

In this condition, mechanism of surface passivation during

tribology test is limited if the adsorption of above mentioned functional

groups and molecules are not energetically favored. Further, dissociation of

H2O molecules and formation of C–H, C–O–C, H2O and C–OH bonds are

inadequate as evident by FTIR analysis and do not sufficiently act to

chemically passivate the uncompensated valence electrons of C–C bonds. In

contrast, super low friction coefficient is ascribed by high surface energy. It is

evident from the CA measurement that O2 plasma treated film shows

superhydrophilic behavior. The quantity of adsorbed H2O molecules, C=O,

C–O–C and O–H groups is high due to high surface energy of the oxygenated
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surface. The spectral intensity from these chemical groups is rather high in the

wear track of O2 plasma treated DNW film as shown in Figure 5.15(b).

It is shown that the main effect of the adsorbates is to prevent the

formation of covalent C–C bond across the contact interfaces. In this

condition, the dangling carbon covalent bonds are significantly passivated and

transformed through van der Waals and hydrogen bonding. These bonds are

rather week compared to the covalent C–C bond. In the corresponding wear

track, the CA angle is rather low compared to the virgin surface. The decrease

in CA leads to the formation of chemically active sites in the wear track

where adsorption of the molecules is high. Further, the CA is lowest in 10

minutes O2 plasma treated film where electrostatic attraction between the

positively charged surface and the compensating water droplet is strong

(Zilibotti et al 2009). In this condition, capability of the surface to “self-

lubricate” by adsorbing water molecules into the diamond surface further

leads to decrease in friction coefficient. The existence of H2O molecules and

the adsorbing capability of the surface consisting of a reservoir of chemical

species which continuously saturate the carbon dangling bonds originating at

the sliding interface. In this condition, thin layer of adsorbate molecules are

present between the contacting interfaces during the tribology test. This layer

prevents direct surface to surface contact during the sliding hence results in

extremely high wear resistance.

5.7 CONCLUSION

Friction behavior of hydrogenated DLC coating was investigated

using three kinds of sliding balls such as steel, Al2O3 and SiC. During initial

sliding cycles, the friction coefficient was high while using these balls.

However, after lapse of longer sliding cycles, the friction coefficient

decreases for all the three sliding systems i.e., DLC/steel, DLC/Al2O3 and

DLC/SiC. For initial sliding cycles, friction mechanism is exhibited by
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surface roughness of the sliding systems. However, for longer sliding cycles,

the friction behavior is governed by formation of carbonaceous transferlayer

when sliding occurs between carbon/carbon layers.

The DNW films were deposited by N2 gas mixed MPECVD

process. As-deposited DNW film was treated in O2 plasma which results in

chemical and microstructural modification. The DNW is chemically

constituted by sp3C-C bonded carbon network where the sheath of these wires

contains a-C and sp2C-C bonded chemical species. After the O2 plasma

exposure, the nanowire collapses due to chemical etching of a-C and sp2C-C

sites which acts as a capsule to preserve the diamond crystallites. After the O2

plasma treatment, the resulting oxidation and formation of functional groups

such as C=O, C–O–C, O–H, O–CH3 and H2O molecule increase on the

surface. Oxidation and formation of functional groups transform sub-

superhydrophobic behavior of as-deposited DNW film into superhydroplic

one. Further, advanced tribological properties such as super low friction

coefficient and extremely high wear resistance are exhibited in O2 plasma

treated DNW film. Such an advance characteristics is explained by

transformation of covalent dangling bonds into hydrogen and weak van der

Waals bonding by oxygen plasma treatment. After the treatment, the surface

energy is increases which favor adsorbtion and dissociation of chemical

species such as H2O and O–H. Thus, these chemical species are rather high in

the wear tracks of O2 plasma treated DNW film. These species passivate the

covalent dangling bonds and form thin adsorbate layer during the tribology

test. This layer acts as an interfacial lubricant and prevents direct contact of

the surfaces during the sliding. This causes extremely high wear resistance.

Such highly advanced tribological properties of O2 plasma treated films are

useful for several real applications in machine tools and mechanical

components where low friction coefficient and high wear resistance are

desirable feature for energy efficiency and component’s longer life.
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CHAPTER  6

SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

6.1 SUMMARY

An introduction to the tribological properties of hard coatings was

given followed by wear mechanism and deformation behavior governing to

friction and wear resistance. Tribological properties and evaluation of wear

mechanism is introduced in the respect of microstructure and chemical

behaviour of the sliding interfaces. Various wear mechanism with different

combination of sliding surfaces such as hard coating/soft ball and soft

ball/hard coating is introduced in order to understand the wear mechanism.

The fundamentals of some of the characterization techniques used to study the

mechanical, tribological, morphological, structural, and chemical properties

of the coating and wear tracks are discussed.

It is shown that how in the modern technology tribologically

suitable component and devices are important to increase the energy

efficiency. In this regard, it is discussed that the hard coatings deposited by

PVD techniques are adequate solutions for increasing the lifetime of tools and

components commonly employed in many different industrial applications. In

this respect, the present work deals with systematic studies of tribological

properties of hard coatings such as TiAl, TiAlN, CrN and carbon based

coating such as DLC and nanocrystalline DNW films. In all the coatings, the

tribological properties and wear mechanism are studied in the respect of
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microstructure such as hardness, elastic modulus and chemical reactivity of

the sliding surface.

Instrumented microindentation tests were performed on  -Ti-48Al-

2Cr-2Nb alloy after hipping at various loads using a Vickers indenter.

Hardness and elastic modulus are calculated by the Oliver-Pharr method and

the energetic approach by Attaf. The indentation hardness and elastic modulus

calculated from the work of indentation approach seem to correlate well with

the Oliver-Pharr method at lower as well as higher loads. Deviations in the

average hardness may be attributed to the fact of the surface roughness and

the mechanical polishing effects. The ratio of hf/hmax ranging from 0.80 to

0.82 at various loads indicates the pile-up effect theoretically. In addition

some specific material constants describing the properties of materials such as

( T, P, E, ET, PT, EP) are calculated. The processing route HIP and AEBM

process which are successfully being used for the production of  –TiAl alloys

having exceptionally high strength index (K) and nominal yield strength after

the Holloman’s fitting.

Tribological behavior of -TiAl alloy is investigated while sliding

against 100Cr6 steel, SiC and Al2O3 as counterbodies for friction pairs. The

friction coefficient and wear rate was high when -TiAl alloy slides with

Al2O3 and SiC ball. However, these values were less while sliding against

steel ball. The wear mechanism is explained by the sliding combination of

harder/harder such as SiC/ -TiAl and Al2O3 -TiAl alloy. However,

softer/harder sliding combination acts in steel/ -TiAl alloy. Penetration depth

during friction measurement shows more or less similar value. This means

that magnitude of composite wear is similar in all the three sliding

combination. However, deformation of wear track follows the trend of friction

coefficient. The wear track is wider in the sliding combination of SiC/ -TiAl
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and Al2O3 -TiAl alloy. However, in steel/ -TiAl alloy sliding combination

the wear track was narrow.

Tribological properties of TiAlN ternary nitride system which is

known as technologically important materials for various applications

including wear resistant due to high oxidation resistance at high temperature

are studied. Oxidation resistance of TiAlN is governed by higher chemical

stability, in comparison to binary nitrides like TiN and AlN coatings.

Tribological properties of TiAlN coating was studied while sliding

against various counterbodies such as 100Cr6 steel, SiC and Al2O3. Friction

coefficient of TiAlN/Al2O3 sliding pair was significantly high with the values

in the range 0.6–0.9. In this system, wear rate of Al2O3 ball and TiAlN

coating was in the same order 5.7×10–6 and 2.3×10–6 mm3/Nm, respectively.

For this sliding pair, the wear mechanism was governed by plastic

deformation. However, the friction coefficient was less than 0.2 in sliding pair

of TiAlN/steel. The wear rate of SiC ball and TiAlN coating was also in the

same order 4.3×10–7 and 1.7×10–7 mm3/Nm. Improved tribological properties

in this system is governed by the formation of lubricious oxide layer. In the

sliding system of TiAlN/steel ball, the value of friction coefficient is ~0.3.

The wear arte of TiAlN coating sliding with steel ball is insignificant 4.0×10–

10 mm3/Nm. However, the wear rate of ball is high 2.8×10–4 mm3/Nm. In this

sliding pair, the mechanism of wear is oxidational.

The properties of superlattice coatings are dependent on the period

of the individual layers in the structure. In this coating, the layer thickness is

less enough such that the coatings form a superlattice structure. The structural

and chemical characteristics of this coating were studied by XRD, XPS and

Raman spectroscopy. The morphology of the honeycomb like structure of

CrN/NbN superlattice is shown in with the formation of droplets and grooves.
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The presence of deeper craters and larger droplets is responsible for the high

roughness which is typical of arc-deposited CrN/NbN supperlattice.

Tribological properties of CrN/NbN superlattice coating are

investigated while using 100Cr6 steel, SiC and Al2O3 counterbodies as

friction pairs. Ultra low friction coefficient 0.01 and high wear resistance

2.6×10–7 mm3/Nm was measured in case of CrN/NbN superlattice coating

slide against Al2O3 ball. Such a low friction coefficient and high wear

resistance is ascribed to high oxidation resistance and chemical inertness of

the Al2O3 ball. However, friction coefficient increased to 0.17 and 0.3 when

coating was tested against steel and SiC balls. Similarly, wear resistance was

also found to be reduced to 8.2×10–7 mm3/Nm and 3.4×10–5 mm3/Nm while

sliding against steel and SiC balls, respectively. Such a high friction

coefficient and less wear resistance are explained on the basis of oxidational

wear mechanism. This mechanism dominated in case of steel and SiC balls

due to less oxidation resistance.

Friction behavior of hydrogenated DLC coating was investigated

using three kinds of sliding balls such as steel, Al2O3 and SiC. During initial

sliding cycles, the friction coefficient was high while using these balls.

However, after lapse of longer sliding cycles, the friction coefficient

decreases for all the three sliding systems i.e., DLC/steel, DLC/Al2O3 and

DLC/SiC. For initial sliding cycles, friction mechanism is exhibited by

surface roughness of the sliding systems. However, for longer sliding cycles,

the friction behavior is governed by formation of carbonaceous transferlayer

when sliding occurs between carbon/carbon layers.

The DNW films were deposited by N2 gas mixed MPECVD

process. As-deposited DNW film was treated in O2 plasma which results in

chemical and microstructural modification. The DNW is chemically
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constituted by sp3C-C bonded carbon network where the sheath of these wires

contains a-C and sp2C-C bonded chemical species. After the O2 plasma

exposure, the nanowire collapses due to chemical etching of a-C and sp2C-C

sites which acts as a capsule to preserve the diamond crystallites. After the O2

plasma treatment, the resulting oxidation and formation of functional groups

such as C=O, C–O–C, O–H, O–CH3 and H2O molecule increase on the

surface. Oxidation and formation of functional groups transform sub-

superhydrophobic behavior of as-deposited DNW film into superhydroplic

one.

Advanced tribological properties such as super low friction

coefficient and extremely high wear resistance are exhibited in O2 plasma

treated DNW film. Such an advance characteristics is explained by

transformation of covalent dangling bonds into hydrogen and weak van der

Waals bonding by oxygen plasma treatment. After the treatment, the surface

energy is increases which favor adsorbtion and dissociation of chemical

species such as H2O and O–H. Thus, these chemical species are rather high in

the wear tracks of O2 plasma treated DNW film. These species passivate the

covalent dangling bonds and form thin adsorbate layer during the tribology

test. This layer acts as an interfacial lubricant and prevents direct contact of

the surfaces during the sliding. This causes extremely high wear resistance.

Such highly advanced tribological properties of O2 plasma treated films are

useful for several real applications in machine tools and mechanical

components where low friction coefficient and high wear resistance are

desirable feature for energy efficiency and component’s longer life.

6.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

High temperature tribology on these coatings can be performed to

understand the wear mechanism and phase changes. At high temperature wear
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tests, the deformation behavior and oxidation resistance will be useful to

evaluate the performance for high temperature devices and components

application.

Load and sliding speed dependent friction and wear behavior on

these coatings will be useful to understand wear mechanism and related

microstructural and chemical changes of the sliding surfaces.

Humidity dependent wear mechanism can be useful to study the

oxidation resistance of the coatings and their friction and wear resistance for

practical applications.

Grain size dependent tribology mechanism of  -Ti-48Al-2Cr-2Nb,

TiAlN and CrN/NbN can be useful to understand the fundamental mechanism

of wear and their evaluation with friction coefficient. In addition, with the

variation of nitrogen in TiAlN and CrN/NbN, the oxidation resistance can be

useful to study for high temperature wear application.

The cross sectional SEM analysis of the wear track will further

strengthen the subsurface deformation and fracture behavior. Further, the

TEM analysis of wear track cross section will give the microscopic details of

dislocation mobility and defects concentration. Defects and microscopic

deformation across the wear track may help to reveal the clear picture of wear

mechanism.

Wear track analysis using surface sensitive techniques such as

SIMS and XPS may help to understand the role of chemistry and chemical

bonding on friction and wear mechanism of  -Ti-48Al-2Cr-2Nb, TiAlN and

CrN/NbN coatings.
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Finally, finite element analysis can be useful to model the

deformation behavior of sliding surfaces to understand the wear mechanism in

macro scale. Moreover, molecular dynamics simulation will be useful to study

the atomic and molecular potential of sliding surface and their correlation

with friction and wear in micro scale.
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